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Flexible rockfall fence systems, or rockfall barriers, are typically designed and rated for 
an energy capacity, and other parameters such as deflection, based on full-scale testing.  These 
tests are conducted using a standard procedure for reproducibility of the tests such that various 
fences from the same or different manufacturers can be compared in terms of capacity, 
deflection, and other criteria. 
In 2003, the United States (U.S.) developed recommended procedures for testing rockfall 
fences.  These were similar to a Swiss guideline that was widely used by European fence 
manufacturers.  Also, the recommended U.S. guideline allowed substitution of testing conducted 
using the Swiss guideline.  U.S. transportation agencies could then compare products whether 
they were tested in the U.S. or Europe.  In 2008, the European Union (E.U.) developed a 
standardized rockfall testing guideline.  European and some U.S. manufacturers of rockfall 
fences, usually with headquarters in Europe, are now certifying their products in accordance with 
the E.U. guideline.  U.S. design and installation practice of fences differ in some important ways 
from European practice, and the E.U. guideline does not limit some fence characteristics 
important to common U.S. practice.  Additionally, the E.U. guideline differs from the Swiss and 
recommended U.S. guidelines in several important ways.  This can cause uncertainty for U.S. 
transportation agencies when choosing products tested using the E.U guideline. 
Through review of the development of various rockfall testing programs and procedures 
as well as surveying of transportation agencies, rockfall fence manufacturers, and design 
engineers, a proposed testing guideline for the U.S. has been developed.  This guideline is based 
on the widely used E.U. guideline.  Additionally, requirements for substitution of U.S. testing 
with E.U. testing are outlined to allow manufacturers to choose whether they test their products 
in the E.U. or U.S. and to ensure that fences installed in the U.S. are equivalent to those tested in 
the E.U.  With this proposed guideline, U.S. transportation agencies will again have the ability to 
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Flexible rockfall fence (or barrier) protection systems are intended to intercept and 
contain rockfall before it reaches a facility.  These systems are commonly used to mitigate 
rockfall hazards along roadways or other civil structures.  In order for a rockfall fence to contain 
a rockfall event, the fence needs to have a capacity that is adequate to absorb the impact energy 
of the falling rock.  Flexible rockfall fence systems are typically designed and rated for an energy 
capacity, and other parameters such as deflection, based on full-scale testing.  Full-scale tests are 
conducted using a standardized procedure for reproducibility of the tests such that the 
performance of various barriers from the same or different manufacturers can be compared. 
 
In 2003, the United States (U.S.) developed a recommended guideline for testing rockfall 
fences that was similar to the Swiss guideline, which was widely used by European fence 
manufacturers.  U.S. transportation agencies could then compare the performance of products 
whether they were tested in the U.S. or Europe.  In 2008, the European Union (E.U.) developed a 
guideline for testing rockfall fences.  European and some U.S. manufacturers of rockfall fences, 
usually with headquarters in Europe, are now certifying their products in accordance with the 
E.U. guideline.  U.S. design and installation practice of fences differ in some important ways 
from European practice.  The E.U. guideline does not limit some fence characteristics important 
to common U.S. installations.  This can cause uncertainty for U.S. transportation agencies when 
choosing these products.  One such behavior is the deflection of the barrier during impact, as 
rockfall fences installed in the U.S. are commonly placed at the edge of a road due to limited 
right of way and difficult access to these locations.  While the E.U. guideline measures the 
deflection of the fence, there are no limitations for the allowable deflection.  This is typically not 
an issue in European countries where rockfall fences are installed farther from the road than is 
common in the U.S.  
U.S. manufacturers of rockfall fence systems are also at a disadvantage relative to 
European manufacturers because of the increased cost of performing an E.U. test on U.S. 
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materials in Europe.  These increased costs include sending the fence system materials and the 
manufacturer’s representatives to Europe. 
At least one official test has been conducted using the recommended U.S. testing 
procedures, and based on this test, modifications to the recommended U.S. procedure were 
suggested but have not been widely distributed.  Additionally, the last comprehensive review of 
rockfall fence testing and approval protocols among U.S. rockfall professionals was conducted in 
2003 (Higgins, 2003).  Since that time, additional information has become available on the 
European test procedures and several other important tests have been conducted in the U.S.  
Many of these tests have been documented, but have not been examined for information that may 
be useful for development of a proposed U.S. standardized rockfall fence testing guideline. 
 
The purpose of this research was to develop a proposed U.S. rockfall fence testing 
guideline applicable to the practice of rockfall fence design and installation in the U.S.  This 
guideline is intended to allow for direct comparison of performance of various fence systems 
tested using this guideline or the E.U. guideline.  Additionally, the proposed U.S. guideline 
includes requirements for E.U. testing to be substituted for U.S. testing while still allowing for 
comparison of different products. 
The study was divided into six tasks which included: 
Task 1.  Literature Review.  Compile a list of publications that discuss the development of 
rockfall fence testing procedures worldwide and obtain copies of these procedures.  Review these 
publications to gather information on methods of rockfall fence testing. 
 
Task 2.  Review the Swiss procedures (Gerber, 2001; FOEN, 2006), existing U.S. recommended 
test procedures (Higgins, 2003), and the E.U. test procedures (EOTA, 2008) in detail to evaluate 
shortcomings of these guidelines relative to U.S. practice.  This included review of various 
publications discussing the experience gained while using these procedures. 
 
Task 3.  Survey transportation agencies, rockfall fence manufacturers, and design engineers to 
evaluate the existing state of practice for testing and certification guidelines among U.S. 
departments of transportation (DOTs) and other government agencies.  This includes perceived 
1.2 Purpose and Scope 
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limitations and advantages of the various existing test procedures and other information relevant 
to the design, testing, and approval of rockfall fence systems. 
 
Task 4.  Review and compile survey results and contact respondents as necessary to gather more 
detailed information.  Compile a comprehensive review of fence testing and approval 
procedures. 
 
Task 5.  Develop a recommended testing guideline that overcomes problematic differences 
between the existing E.U. guideline and U.S. testing procedures. 
 
Task 6.  Prepare a report documenting the research effort including the review of previous testing 







Testing of fence systems is necessary for transportation agencies, other owners of these 
systems, and design engineers to understand the ability of these systems to perform the intended 
task.  Standardized testing procedures allow for direct comparison of the performance of various 
fences from the same as well as different manufacturers.  This allows selection of these systems 
for the protection of roads and other structures. 
 
Rockfall fence systems generally consist of multiple components that have been 
described by Gerber (2001) as follows (Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2): 
Anchors – Bearing elements that transmit forces in the ropes and posts into the ground.  Types of 
anchors include rod anchors and rope anchors. 
Applied mesh – Wire mesh fastened to the net. 
 
 
Figure 2.1  Schematic side view of a typical rockfall fence system (Gerber, 2001). 
2.1 Rockfall Fence System Components 
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Bearing ropes – Bearing elements serving to transmit the forces into the posts, ground plates, and 
retaining ropes. 
Brake elements – Elements in ropes that absorb energy.  Also referred to as energy dissipating 
devices. 
Ground plate – Part of the construction located in or on the foundation.  The post, and in some 
cases the lower bearing ropes, are fastened to the ground plate. 
Nets – Bearing elements acting as a surface.  Also referred to as panels.  Types of nets include 
diagonal rope nets, orthogonal nets, flexible nets, and ring nets. 
Posts – Part of the bearing structure supporting the bearing ropes and nets.  Types of posts 
include middle section posts, boundary posts, and auxiliary posts composed of various materials. 
Retaining ropes – Upslope ropes serving to transmit the post head forces to the anchorage. 
 
 
Figure 2.2  Schematic front view of a typical rockfall fence system consisting of three panels and 
various bearing elements (Gerber, 2001). 
 
Early full-scale rockfall testing was conducted in 1961 and 1962 by Arthur Ritchie for the 
Washington Department of Highways (Ritchie, 1963).  This research included rockfall 
observations on slopes of varying angles and heights and observations of effectiveness of ditch 
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sections and rockfall fences.  Experiments were recorded on slow-motion cameras and reference 
lines were placed on the test slopes so that rockfall behavior could be analyzed from the video 
recordings.  Ritchie concluded that rockfall travels down a slope by falling, bouncing, or rolling, 
the trajectory is dependent on various factors including the angle of the slope and the angular 
momentum of the falling rock, and rockfall behavior can be expected to be within certain limits, 
allowing for design of mitigation schemes.  This research identified the control of slope 
geometry on rockfall behavior and also developed ditch design for selecting ditch width and 
depth for the mitigation of rockfall (Ritchie, 1963; Higgins, 2003). 
In 1989 and 1990, the California Department of Transportation (CALTRANS) performed 
full-scale tests to evaluate rockfall fences that were engineered to absorb impact energies of up to 
190 kJ (70 ft-tons) (Smith and Duffy, 1990).  Natural rocks were rolled down a natural slope to 
impact fences installed at the base of the slope.  Over 80 tests were performed and analyzed 
using video and slow-motion cameras.  Based on analysis of the field performance and energy 
absorption, fence designs were modified to reduce maintenance.  Additional testing of low 
energy fences was conducted by the University of the Pacific and CALTRANS in 1993 (Kane 
and Duffy, 1993).  They concluded that foundation and anchorage designs are very important in 
the performance of these systems. 
From 1988 to 1993, the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) tested a variety 
of rockfall protection systems using methods similar to CALTRANS’ procedures described 
above.  Rockfall protection systems tested included rockfall attenuators, flex-post fences, and 
mechanically stabilized earth barriers (Pfeiffer, 1989; Barrett et al., 1991; Hearn, 1991; and 
Higgins, 2003). 
Peila et al. (1998) described full-scale rockfall testing programs performed in Italy in 
order to compare various systems as well as to develop a design procedure for rockfall fences.  
The tests were performed using a cable and trolley system to deliver the test rock to the fence.  
The global behavior of the fence, the velocity and displacement of the block before and after the 
impact, and the reaction of the fence components during the impact were analyzed using video 
recordings and other data.  Muraishi and Sano (1999) reported on the testing procedure used by 
Japan’s Railway Technical Research Institute to validate rockfall fence designs.  Static strength 
tests of individual fence components and full-scale field testing were performed for certification 
of rockfall fence systems. 
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Baumann (2002) described full-scale rockfall fence testing performed in Switzerland 
where over 350 tests had been conducted since 1988.  Testing methods and barrier designs 
evolved considerably over this time.  Four different test methods were developed in Switzerland, 
with each method improving upon the previous method to reduce uncertainties in the test.  The 
fourth test procedure consisted of dropping a concrete block from a crane into a rockfall fence 
installed horizontally on a vertical rock face. 
More recent rockfall testing programs include research described by Arndt et al. (2009) in 
which testing was conducted on various mesh materials that could be used in constructing 
rockfall attenuator systems.  Attenuator systems differ from fences in that they are designed to 
intercept and dissipate the velocities and energies of falling rocks as they pass through the 
system rather than intercept and contain falling rocks.  The testing facility used in the program 
was chosen and constructed to more closely reproduce the rotational component of rockfall as 
this component can cause significant damage to protection systems.  Based on the results of this 
study, new attenuator systems were installed on a natural slope and the systems were tested by 
dropping a rock on the slope above the highest attenuator.  The new systems performed as 
intended.  Additional worldwide rockfall testing is summarized by Duffy and Turner (2012). 
 
During the span of these various testing programs, fence testing and design changed 
rapidly, but there was no standardized test procedure that allowed for direct comparison of 
performance of different fence systems.  Due to the lack of any standardized procedures, some 
State transportation agencies and fence manufacturers developed their own testing procedures 
and performance criteria to evaluate various designs.  Standardized test procedures and 
certifications also began to be developed in 1998 in Italy (Peila, 1998; Peila et al., 1998).  In 
2001, Switzerland developed a national certification procedure, which was heavily relied upon in 
developing the recommended U.S. testing procedure (Higgins, 2003). 
Early guidelines for rockfall testing in the U.S. were developed mainly by CALTRANS, 
the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT), and the Oregon Department of 
Transportation (ODOT).  The CALTRANS testing procedure was based on the experience 
gained from the rockfall testing programs conducted by the agency.  WSDOT procedures for 
approval of new rockfall fence products consisted of a questionnaire completed by subject matter 
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experts based on specific criteria.  ODOT procedures consisted of specifications for individual 
rockfall protection projects that required a “certificate of compliance” from the fence 
manufacturer (Higgins, 2003; and Duffy and Badger, 2012). 
The Italian rockfall fence testing guideline was prepared by Peila (1998); however, it was 
not an official government guideline.  This guideline requested, from the manufacturer, certain 
fence specifications and parameters.  The guideline consisted of a classification of fence 
materials and specifications that had to be considered when testing the fence. 
The Swiss rockfall fence testing guideline was developed by the Swiss Agency for the 
Environment, Forests and Landscape (SAEFL) and the Swiss Federal Research Institute (WSL) 
in 2001 (Gerber, 2001).  This guideline was developed in order to define a standardized test 
sequence that would allow comparison of various rockfall fence systems based on specific limits 
for performance of the fences and improve the effectiveness of these systems.  The guideline 
uses a test site located in an old quarry near Walenstadt, Switzerland.  The rockfall fence is 
installed on a near-vertical wall of the quarry and concrete blocks are dropped into the fence.  
The terms and definitions used in the test procedure are outlined below and illustrated in Figure 
2.3, Figure 2.4, and Figure 2.5: 
 
α (degrees) – Angle of post rotation from strain. 
β (degrees) – Angle between the post and the vertical. 
δ (degrees) – Angle between the post and the perpendicular to the slope. 
Ψ (degrees) – Slope inclination. 
al (m) – Length of the post. 
an (m) – Minimum distance between upper and lower bearing ropes after impact. 
as (m) – Distance between posts. 
ay (m) – Minimum distance between upper and lower bearing ropes before an impact. 
be (m) – End position of the test body after an impact. 
br (m) – Length change of the brake elements. 
bs (m) – Length of the braking distance of the test block (measured in the video picture).  
Commonly referred to as excursion, elongation, or deflection. 
do (m) – Sag of the upper bearing rope in the center of the section. 





Figure 2.3  Definitions of angles and dimensions (Gerber, 2001). 
 
 




hn (m) – Height of the net after the impact measured perpendicular to the slope at the center of 
the section.  The measurement is made before the test body is removed from the barrier.  
Commonly referred to as the residual height. 
hv (m) – Height of the net before the impact measured perpendicular to the slope at the center of 
the section.  Commonly referred to as the nominal height. 
ln (m) – Length of the net between the upper and lower bearing rope after an impact with the 
rock  in the end position. 
lv (m) – Length of the net between the upper and lower bearing rope before an impact. 
ts (m) – Time taken to cover the braking distance bs. 
 
 
Figure 2.5  Position of the fence system during testing (Gerber, 2001). 
 
The important criteria that were evaluated in this test procedure are summarized by 
Baumann (2002) and Higgins (2003) as: 
1. Design energy (main criterion) 
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2. Maximum displacement of the net after impact with full and half loading 
3. Effective height of the net before and after impact 
4. Reserves of the system 
5. Impermeability to small rocks 
6. Anchor and rope forces 
7. Simplicity of the installation 
8. Maintenance requirements and ease of repair 
9. Ease of construction on rough terrain 
10. Lifespan 
In this guideline, fence systems are divided into nine energy classes and fence heights are 
specified for each class.  The testing procedure consists of three individual rock impact tests and 
observations of fence performance during each test. 
In 2003, a recommended U.S. guideline of standard testing procedures for rockfall fences 
was developed to allow U.S. transportation agencies to make direct comparisons between fence 
systems with respect to capacity and maintenance (Higgins, 2003).  The research was requested 
by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and was 
conducted as part of the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Project 
20-07, Task 138.  To avoid confusion with the proposed guideline developed from this research, 
the existing recommended U.S. guideline will be referred to as the NCHRP 2003 guideline.  The 
NCHRP 2003 research effort consisted of review of relevant practice, performance criteria, 
evaluation guidelines, testing procedures, and other information related to rockfall barriers.  
Based on these findings, a test procedure was developed using the SAEFL guideline as a model 
as it was the only “officially” recognized test and certification process for rockfall fence systems 
at the time.  The test procedure and documentation was developed to be simple enough that 
manufacturers could afford to conduct tests at temporary sites to prove their product’s capacity 
and performance.  Additionally, it was important that the test procedure be similar to and 
interchangeable with the SAEFL procedure.  U.S. manufacturers could conduct their own tests in 
the U.S. and international companies with systems already tested in Switzerland could be 




Higgins (2003) recommended that full-scale tests be conducted using the NCHRP 2003 
procedure to assure the procedure was workable and accomplished its purpose.  In 2005, 
Geobrugg North America established a temporary testing site in an open-pit mine to conduct a 
test on a low-energy barrier using the NCHRP 2003 guideline (Roth, 2006).  The test was 
observed by Dr. Higgins and several other rockfall specialists to evaluate the test procedure.  
Based on their observations, minor modifications to the procedure were proposed (Duffy and 
Badger, 2012). 
During the development of the Swiss and NCHRP 2003 test procedures, the E.U. formed 
a working group consisting of members from Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, 
Slovenia, and Switzerland to develop a certification procedure for flexible rockfall fence 
systems.  In 2008, the European Organisation for Technical Approvals (EOTA) formally 
endorsed ETAG 27, Guideline for European Technical Approval of Falling Rock Protection Kits 
(EOTA, 2008).  The guideline defines the testing and assessment of “fitness for use” of rockfall 
fence systems and is now the E.U. certification guideline for these systems (EOTA, 2008; Duffy 
and Badger, 2012).  The terms and definitions used and the criteria evaluated by ETAG 27 are 







The research effort was separated into four parts consisting of a total of six tasks.  The 
following sections outline the parts of the research and the associated tasks. 
 
Task 1 consisted of first compiling a list of publications that discuss the development of 
rockfall fence testing procedures worldwide.  The list of publications was partially compiled 
from various lists already prepared in Higgins (2003), Arndt et al. (2009), Duffy and Turner 
(2012), and Duffy and Badger (2012).  A summary of rockfall testing programs conducted 
worldwide is provided by Duffy and Turner (2012) and was very helpful for reviewing past 
testing procedures.  Review of these publications included identifying the methods used for rock 
or block delivery systems and the physical setup of these systems.  This focused on advantages 
and disadvantages of previous rockfall fence testing procedures.  Methods used for measurement 
and analysis of parameters important for evaluating system effectiveness and cost associated 
with performing these tests were also reviewed.  Special emphasis was placed on the most recent 
testing programs as they are likely to have the most well developed testing procedures, delivery 
systems, and measurement techniques. 
Task 2 was a continuation of the literature review of Task 1.  It consisted of a detailed 
review of the Swiss (SAEFL) guideline (Gerber, 2001; FOEN, 2006), the NCHRP 2003 
recommended test procedures (Higgins, 2003), and the E.U. (ETAG 27) testing and approval 
guideline (EOTA, 2008).  The primary focus of this task was to identify test parameters in the 
existing guidelines and how they relate to the performance of fence systems.  The test parameters 
were also evaluated for the advantages and disadvantages of using these parameters for the 
specified performance indicator.  This included identifying parameters that are important to 
fence installation practice in the U.S. that are not evaluated in the ETAG 27 procedures.  
Additionally, publications discussing the experiences of using the test procedures and guidelines 
were reviewed to identify limitations of the existing test procedures.  Publications that were 
reviewed included: Duffy and Badger (2012), Gerber et al. (2008), Gerber and Boell (2006), and 
Peila and Ronco (2009). 
3.1 Literature Review 
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Task 3 consisted of surveying transportation agencies, design engineers, and rockfall 
fence manufacturers to evaluate the existing state of practice for testing and certification among 
DOTs, manufacturers, and other government agencies.  Three similar surveys were created for 
each of the groups with specific questions directed toward each.  These surveys were conducted 
as part of the NCHRP Project 24-35: Guidelines for Certification and Management of Flexible 
Rockfall Protection Systems, by Yeh and Associates, Inc.  The scope of the NCHRP project 
includes this research and other work related to rockfall protection systems.  Thus, the surveys 
had questions related to rockfall fence testing as well as other aspects of these systems. 
The surveys were separated into five sections consisting of Contact Information, 
Background, Standards and Certifications, Design and Construction, and Maintenance and 
Repair.  The Contact Information section gathered information on the person completing the 
survey and their role within their agency.  The Background section gathered information related 
to the agency’s rockfall mitigation projects and the number and types of projects the agency 
designs and constructs per year.  Questions related specifically to testing and certification of 
rockfall systems (the focus of this research) were mostly contained within the Standards and 
Certifications section of the surveys.  This section gathered information on the current state of 
practice of testing and certification among DOTs and others.  Questions in this section generally 
covered: 
• Whether agencies have their own design or performance standards or certifications for 
rockfall fence systems, 
• Whether agencies are familiar with and use any of the existing testing procedures, 
• Whether agencies have any perceived shortcomings or advantages of existing testing 
procedures, and 
• Whether agencies require documentation from manufacturers for testing and certification 
of the fence systems and, if so, which guidelines are used in the documentation? 
The Design and Construction and Maintenance and Repair sections, which gathered 
information on how agencies design, construct, and maintain their rockfall protection systems, 
are relevant to other portions of the NCHRP project.  The Transportation Agency, 
Manufacturers, and Design Engineers survey questions pertinent to this research are included in 
Appendix A. 
3.2 NCHRP Surveys 
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Task 4 consisted of compiling and reviewing survey results.  This included using contact 
information gathered during the survey to discuss survey responses with individual agencies, as 
necessary, to gather more detailed information.  The compilation and review of the survey 
responses was intended to identify any existing standards and certification procedures specific to 
certain agencies that are currently in use.  This information was useful in evaluating which 
criteria agencies perceive as being important in testing rockfall fence systems. 
The surveys were also intended to identify which criteria agencies, manufacturers, and 
design engineers perceive as advantages or shortcomings of the existing SAEFL, NCHRP 2003, 
and ETAG 27 guidelines and which, if any, of these guidelines they prefer to use.  Perceived 
shortcomings that were identified by multiple agencies, manufacturers, and design engineers 
were evaluated to identify how the proposed guideline could be implemented to reduce these 
shortcomings.  Aspects of the existing guidelines that were perceived as advantages were 
evaluated to identify the strengths of these aspects and how they could be incorporated into the 
proposed guideline.  The surveys were also intended to evaluate which existing guidelines, if 
any, agencies, manufacturers, and design engineers use or specify such that an evaluation of the 
most widely used procedure would be possible. 
 
The information gathered from the literature review and surveys was compiled into a 
comprehensive review of previous and existing rockfall testing and approval guidelines.  This 
information was used to guide and, in some cases, was incorporated into the development of a 
proposed standardized testing guideline for the U.S. as part of Task 5.  The criteria considered in 
developing a proposed guideline and the reasoning for including each criterion are outlined as 
follows: 
• Test slope angles – Allowable test slope angles such that other test criteria can be 
compared between multiple fence systems. 
• Small block test – Evaluation of the ability of fence panel material(s) to retain small 
blocks. 
• SEL test energy – A test of the fence capacity at the service energy level to evaluate the 
ability to absorb multiple impacts at energies less than the MEL and the maintenance 
3.3 Evaluation of NCHRP Survey Results 
3.4 Recommended Test Procedures 
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required from lower energy impacts. 
• MEL test energy – A test of the fence capacity at the maximum energy level to evaluate 
the fence behavior during high impact energies. 
• Deflection – Evaluation of the allowable deflection of the system during impact such that 
falling rocks can be safely intercepted and contained. 
• Residual height – Evaluation of the allowable residual height of the system after impact 
such that additional rocks can be intercepted and contained. 
• Test height – Limitation of the height of the fence system such that fences that are tested 
are similar to fences that are installed. 
• Maintenance – Evaluation of the level of maintenance that is required to maintain 
effectiveness of the system. 
• Anchorage system – Evaluation of forces applied to anchorage. 







Full-scale rockfall fence testing has evolved worldwide over the past several decades.  
This evolution included changes in the methods used for delivering test rocks to the fence and for 
evaluating the performance of the fence.  These changes were influenced by the intended goal of 
the testing programs.  Testing programs are outlined below to evaluate the methods used during 
the tests with consideration of the intended goal of the test programs.  Methods used to evaluate 
the performance of rockfall fence systems during these testing programs are also outlined.  The 
results of surveys completed by transportation agencies, design engineers, and rockfall fence 
manufacturers are summarized to present the existing state of practice in the testing and 
evaluation of rockfall fence systems among DOTs, manufacturers, and other government 
agencies in the U.S. 
 
The majority of rockfall testing programs in the U.S. have been conducted by 
transportation agencies in California, Colorado, Oregon, and Washington.  Testing worldwide 
has been conducted in numerous countries including Italy, Japan, and Switzerland.  The 
progression of rockfall fence testing programs is outlined below by decade.  Additional testing 
programs have been conducted by various other agencies and researchers; however, generally 
these tests were intended to evaluate rockfall trajectories rather than fences so they were not 
included in this discussion. 
 
4.1.1 1980s 
CALTRANS conducted a study in 1985 to evaluate the causes of rockfall in California, 
identify mitigation methods used, and evaluate the effectiveness of these mitigation measures 
(McCauley et al., 1985).  Testing was performed at 11 sites along roadways.  Numerous rocks 
were rolled down natural slopes with angles ranging from approximately 34 degrees to 63 
degrees.  Three berms and nine fences were placed at distances varying from 1.8 m (6 ft) to 12.8 
m (42 ft) from the toe of the slope.  Physical characteristics of the test sites and data for each 
rock rolled were recorded.  Video of each test was recorded in slow-motion.  Mitigation 
4.1 Full-Scale Testing Programs 
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effectiveness was evaluated based on the system’s ability to stop rocks, approximately 0.6 meters 
(2 feet) in diameter or smaller, before reaching the roadway.  The conclusions of testing program 
were that the effectiveness of fence systems could be improved by eliminating gaps at the bottom 
of fence and placing the fence at the optimal distance from the toe of the slope.  The 
effectiveness of the berms could be improved by using the appropriate height of berm and 
placing the berm at the optimal distance from the toe of the slope. 
In 1988, CDOT began testing a variety of rockfall barrier systems at a site west of Rifle, 
Colorado (Pfeiffer, 1989; Barrett et al., 1991; and Higgins, 2003).  The tests consisted of rolling 
rocks down a 91-m (300-ft) high soil and rock slope.  The first tests were performed to evaluate 
rockfall attenuator systems and to calibrate the Colorado Rockfall Simulation Program (CRSP).  
Rocks were dropped onto the slope above the attenuator systems using a front-end loader.  The 
mass of rocks used during the testing were calculated by estimating the rock density and 
measuring the rock size.  Video recordings of the tests were used to estimate velocities at impact 
and analyze rockfall behavior.  The kinetic energy absorbed by the attenuator systems were 
assessed to an order of magnitude because of uncertainty in the parameters used in the 
calculations.  From the testing program, Barrett et al. (1991) made the following suggestions to 
improve the quality of the data for future testing: 
• Determine rock mass accurately. 
• Videotape recordings should be made looking down along the top cable of the attenuator 
so that the impact may be viewed from the side. 
• The slope should be marked in 10-foot increments on both sides of the attenuator with 
markings that can be clearly seen from the camera position. 
• Analyze the test results from accurate as-constructed plans. 
In 1989 and 1990, CALTRANS conducted a research project with the purpose of 
constructing, testing, and evaluating the effectiveness of rockfall nets from two manufacturers 
that would be used for rockfall hazard mitigation at selected sites in California (Smith and Duffy, 
1990).  The tests were performed by rolling rocks down a 76-m (250-ft) long natural slope 
inclined at 34 degrees to impact fences installed at the base of the slope.  80 natural boulders 
weighing 136 to 5,897 kg (300 to 13,000 lb) were rolled into the test fences.  The dimensions of 
each boulder were measured and the weight estimated prior to being rolled.  15 boulders were 
accurately weighted using a load cell and the actual weights were compared to the estimated 
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weights to evaluate the accuracy of the estimated weights.  It was found that estimated weights 
were within 10 percent of the actual rock weights. 
The tests were recorded on video and high-speed film from four different locations along 
the slope to capture two side views, one oblique, and one front view.  Reference lines were 
placed at various intervals perpendicular to the dip of the slope to allow for calculation of 
rockfall velocities using the video recordings.  Rocks were initiated from the top of the slope by 
dropping from or pushing by a front-end loader.  Rocks dropped from the loader were released 
from a consistent height for each test. 
The nets were inspected periodically during testing and the net performance was recorded 
along with necessary repairs before the next rock was rolled.  Maintenance of the net was 
evaluated based on ease and feasibility of repair and the replacement parts required for repairs.  
Data recorded for the tests included impact locations, net damage, and net repairs. 
The total kinetic energy of each rockfall was calculated by summing the translational and 
the rotational kinetic energies, expressed as: 
 






where m is the mass of the boulder, v is the translational velocity of the boulder just before 
impact, I is the moment of inertia of the boulder as it spins, and ω is the angular velocity of the 
spinning boulder just before impact.  The translational velocity v was evaluated by measuring the 
time it took the boulder to travel the distance from a reference point to the fence.  The angular 
velocity ω was evaluated by measuring the time it took the boulder to complete one revolution 
before hitting the net.  The measurements were obtained from the video recordings and slow-
motion film footage.  The researchers used equations representing of the moment of inertia for 
rectangular and spherical bodies based on the boulder dimensions and axes of rotation evaluated 
from the video recordings and slow-motion films in calculating the total kinetic energy of each 
test. 
They also performed dynamic load path analysis to evaluate the forces within individual 
fence components.  The analysis was used to balance the fence systems so that each component 
would function without failure at an optimum level for load-carrying capacity.  This analysis 
consisted of evaluating momentum and impulse imparted on the fence system during impact.  
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Friction brake analysis was also performed using a hydraulic machine to apply a load to the 
brakes until they activated. 
The researchers concluded, in part, that modifications in design of many components of 
fence systems could reduce the required maintenance, that an applied mesh was important to 
prevent small rock fragments from passing through the fence, and that detailed site investigation 
was required for the proper selection of a rockfall fence system.  Based on the report, 22 of the 
83 tests performed did not impact the fence systems illustrating the difficulty of impacting the 
fence in a specific location using this test method. 
In 1988, a fence testing program was conducted in Switzerland, which consisted of 
rolling rocks down a steep slope (Baumann, 2002).  It was found that a significant amount of 
energy was lost as the rock made contact with the slope and in many cases rock trajectories 
missed the test barriers.  Also, rock velocities varied widely from 6 to 24 m/s (20 to 78 ft/s) and 
impact locations and angles were also widely variable.  The kinetic energy absorbed by the 
barrier and the location and angle of impact could not be determined before the test making it 
difficult to obtain the desired and reproducible results (Baumann, 2002; Higgins, 2003). 
 
4.1.2 1990s 
Hearn (1991) reported on CDOT testing of flex-post fence systems in 1990 at the test site 
west of Rifle, Colorado.  Two prototype fence designs were tested to evaluate the performance in 
terms of maximum rock mass and rockfall velocity intercepted by the fence systems.  Rocks used 
for the tests were measured and weighed with weights ranging from 116 to 2,740 kg (256 to 
6,040 lb).  Two video cameras were used to record the tests with one following the rock down 
the slope and the other fixed on the fence system.  The slope of the test site was marked with 
ribbons at approximately 3-m (10-ft) intervals extending upslope approximately 18-m (60-ft) 
from the fence.  Ribbons were also placed on the fence to improve visibility.  Analysis of the test 
videotapes was used to estimate rockfall translational and rotational velocities, trajectories and 
location of impact, kinetic energies, post rotation in response to impact, and fence damage, if 
any, of each test.  Based on Hearn’s report, 40 of the 71 tests performed did not impact the fence 
systems. 
In 1991, CDOT conducted testing of geotextile rockfall barrier walls at the test site west 
of Rifle, Colorado (Parsons De Leuw, 1992).  For the testing program, a channel was dug at the 
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base of the slope to guide the rolling rocks into the center of the wall.  All tests were recorded on 
video cameras and reference lines were placed parallel to the wall at approximately 3-m (10-ft) 
intervals extending up the slope to assist in evaluating the velocities of the rolling rocks.  Video 
cameras were also used to record the behavior of the wall during impact.  Dimensions of the 
rocks used for the tests were measured prior to testing.  The weights of rocks were calculated 
using the average diameter of the rock and an estimated density. 
A total of 18 rocks ranging in diameter from approximately 0.5 to 1.8 m (1.7 to 5.8 ft) 
and ranging in weight from 269 to 8,325 kg (592 to 18,354 lb) were used for the tests.  The 
various sizes of rocks were selected to provide different levels of energy at impact with the wall.  
Rocks were released from the same point at the top of slope starting with smaller and using 
larger rocks in each successive test to gradually increase the impact energy on the wall.  Rocks 
were removed from the impact area after each test and damage to the wall was not repaired.  
Permanent wall deformations were measured on the front and rear faces of the wall and 
maximum deformations on the back face of the wall were measured after each impact. 
The kinetic energy of the rock was calculated using only the translation energy as the 
rotational component of the kinetic energy did not create large horizontal deformations of the 
wall.  It was found, in part, that the accuracy of estimating the rock velocity could be improved 
by video recording at least the last approximately 9 m (30 ft) of rolling before the rock impacted 
the wall. 
In 1991 and 1992, a testing program was conducted in Oberbuchsiten, Switzerland to 
evaluate the design of rockfall fence structures by balancing material properties to enhance 
overall flexibility (Duffy, 1992).  The test procedures were similar to those used in testing 
performed in Switzerland in 1988.  The tests were conducted on a bare limestone rock slope 
140-m (460-ft) long and 100-m (328 ft) high with an overall slope angle of 45 degrees.  The rock 
launch point on the slope was varied throughout the testing from 45 to 103 m (148 to 338 ft) up 
the slope depending on the desired rockfall velocity at impact with the fence.  Rocks used for the 
testing were weighed and the principle axes were measured prior to the tests.  Weighing and 
measuring of rocks were repeated if significant rock breakage occurred during testing.  Tests 
were recorded on video from three different camera angles.  One camera followed the rock down 
the slope, one was fixed on a side view of the fence, and the last camera was fixed on a front 
view of the fence and slope face.  Video recordings were used to analyze rockfall trajectories, 
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rockfall impacts, barrier behavior, and barrier performance (Duffy, 1992; Duffy and Haller, 
1993).  Reference lines were placed on the slope above and below the barrier and were used in 
the video recordings to calculate rockfall velocities before and during impact with the barrier.  
The kinetic energy of the rockfall impact was calculated using methods similar to those 
described by Smith and Duffy (1990).  Impact energies ranged from 14 to 1,000 kJ (5 to 369 ft-
tons).  Of the 97 reported tests conducted, 39 of the rocks did not impact the fence systems. 
In 1991, a second testing program was conducted in Switzerland changing the procedure 
to reduce some of the limitations of the 1988 tests (Baumann, 2002; Gerber and Haller, 1997).  
This test consisted of an inclined cable-crane aligned perpendicular to the test fence such that 
rocks hanging from the cable travelled downslope and were released after a certain distance was 
covered.  The rocks then struck the ground in front of and rolled into the test fence.  This test 
method was intended to increase the velocity of the rocks upon impact with the fence, but it was 
found that the energy absorbed by a single ground impact was similar to the energy absorption 
from multiple impacts as in the earlier tests.  The velocities again varied widely from 10 to 22 
m/s (32 to 72 ft/s).  Using the inclined cable allowed for consistent impact locations in the center 
of the fence in the lateral direction, but height and angle of impact was still not easily controlled. 
Also in 1991, a third testing program was conducted in Switzerland again modifying the 
procedure to reduce the limitations of the testing conducted in 1988 and 1991.  The third test 
used an inclined cable-crane similar to the crane used in the second test procedure, but this 
system was setup to guide the rocks directly into test fences rather than allowing the rocks to 
impact the ground prior to reaching the fence (Baumann, 2002).  Figure 4.1 illustrates the 
progression of the testing methods used in Switzerland between 1988 and 1991.  The third 
testing procedure allowed for a relatively narrow range of rock velocities that varied with the 
geometry of the test site.  It was also possible to calculate the energy of the falling rocks prior to 
the test.  This test procedure still had limitations in the ability of the cable-crane system to 
release the rock before barrier impact and hazardous operating conditions with large rocks 
required for a high energy test.  Also, it was difficult and costly to make modifications to the 
cable-crane system to vary the impact location and angle.  While this test procedure improved 
reproducibility, the system required adjustments for each new fence tested and the accuracy of 




Figure 4.1  Schematics of the progression of testing methods used in Switzerland (adapted from 
Baumann, 2002). 
 
In 1992, the University of the Pacific and CALTRANS performed testing of low energy 
rope rock nets to stop approximately 68 kJ (25 ft-tons) of energy with minimal maintenance 
(Kane and Duffy, 1993).  The tests consisted of rolling rocks down a 20-m (66-ft) high and 27-m 
(89-ft) long slope with an average angle of 37 degrees.  Reference lines were placed upslope of 
the test fence on approximately 1.5-m (5-ft) intervals for approximately 4.5 m (15 ft).  Natural 
rock dimensions were measured in three directions and weights were calculated by estimating 
the unit weight of the rock.  Two manufactured concrete cylinders of known weight were also 
used during the testing.  Use of these cylinders allowed a more uniform roll down the slope than 
could be achieved with natural rocks.  Three video cameras were used to record each test from a 
side view upslope, at, and downslope of the fence and one camera was used to record the overall 
test sequence.  Video recordings of the tests were used to visually estimate the velocity of the 
rocks just prior to impact using the camera speed and reference marks on the slope.  The kinetic 
energy at impact was calculated using the following equation: 
 





where m is the mass of the rock and v is the velocity of the rock just before impact. 
Rocks were initiated from the top of the slope by either rolling by hand or pushing with a 
front-end loader.  Small rocks were rolled first for the lowest energy impacts and successively 
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larger rocks were rolled for higher energy impacts.  Rocks were allowed to accumulate in the 
fence during the testing.  Over 20 rocks were rolled into the test fences with kinetic energies 
ranging from approximately 13 to 136 kJ (5 to 50 ft-tons). 
Additional rockfall fence testing was performed by CALTRANS in 1993 (Duffy, 1996) 
using the test site described by Kane and Duffy (1993).  The rocks used in this testing program 
were weighed using a load cell after impact to ensure the actual weight of the rock hitting the 
fence was recorded.  In addition to reference lines upslope of the test fence, two reference lines 
were placed downslope of the test fence 0.5 m (1.6 ft) apart.  Two video cameras were used to 
record the tests with one camera following the rock down the slope and the other fixed on the 
fence impact zone.  Kinetic energies of rock impacts were calculated similar to the methods used 
by Smith and Duffy (1990) where the translational and rotation kinetic energies were summed.  
A total of 17 rocks were rolled during the testing and 3 of those rocks missed the test fence. 
In 1993, CDOT conducted additional testing of a high-capacity flex-post fence system 
(Hearn, 1994).  The tests were performed at the site located west of Rifle, Colorado.  The test 
setup and procedures used were the same as those described by Hearn (1991).  The test consisted 
of rolling 15 rocks ranging in diameter from approximately 1 to 1.7 m (3 to 5.5 ft).  The weight 
of the rocks ranged from approximately 590 to 4,040 kg (1,300 to 8,910 lb).  It was found that 
the rockfall capacity of the flex-post fence was controlled by rock size and kinetic energy.  Rock 
size was important as the mesh fabric could not deform freely around large rocks limiting the 
ability of the fence to intercept the rockfall.  Based on Hearn’s report, 5 out of 15 tests resulted in 
either the rock stopping before reaching the fence or missing the fence by taking a trajectory 
around the end of the fence. 
In 1996, CALTRANS conducted testing of two rockfall fence systems (Duffy and Hoon, 
1996) at the site described by Kane and Duffy (1993) and Duffy (1996).  The procedure was 
similar to the procedure described by Duffy (1996) except that three video cameras were used to 
record the tests and additional reference lines were placed on the slope above and below the test 
fence.  A total of 37 rocks were rolled during the testing and 5 of those rocks either missed or 
stopped before reaching the fence. 
In 1998, Chama Valley Productions, LLC conducted testing with the assistance of CDOT 
and Los Alamos National Laboratory (Andrew et al., 1998).  The purpose of the tests was to 
validate the design concepts of four different rockfall fence systems.  The tests were performed 
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at the test site located near Rifle, Colorado previously used by CDOT.  Rocks used for the testing 
were measured and weighed prior to being rolled down the slope.  Each test was recorded using 
video cameras placed parallel to and upslope of the fence.  Reference lines were placed upslope 
and downslope of the fence systems to aid in video analysis of rock velocities and deflection of 
the fences during impact.  Translation and rotational velocities and the dimensions and weight of 
the rolling rocks were used to calculate the total kinetic energy using methods similar to those 
used by Smith and Duffy (1990).  A total of 52 tests were performed with 16 of the rock rolls 
either missing the fence or stopping before reaching the fence.  Some rocks were impeded by 
impacting rocks that had stopped before reaching the fence during previous test rolls. 
The researchers noted that evaluating the velocities of rolling rocks was made more 
difficult due to blur of the video recordings when measuring over relatively small distances.  
Measuring over longer distances in the video recordings could reduce the error in velocity 
calculations; however, it was found during testing that slowing occurred in the final 
approximately 3 m (10 ft) before the fence, and using a longer distance to calculate the velocity 
of the rock could result in error from the actual velocity at impact of up to 25 percent. 
Muraishi and Sano (1998) describe the testing procedures used to test rockfall fence 
designs for Japan’s Railway Technical Institute.  Static strength tests of individual fence 
components (wire rope anchors, brakes, etc.) and full-scale field testing were performed for 
certification of rockfall fence systems.  Full-scale testing was performed by dropping a “rock 
weight” from a crane into a test fence constructed on a slope at 35 degrees above horizontal such 
that the impact of the rock with the fence was at a fixed angle of 55 degrees.  The tests were 
recorded using high-speed video cameras for detailed analysis of the fence behavior. 
Higgins (2003) describes the test as consisting of four parts which included a basic 
impact test, an accumulated impact test, a maximum load test, and a special test.  The basic test 
was used to evaluate damage to the fence at energies less than the design value.  The 
accumulated load test evaluated the performance of the barrier with accumulation of rocks.  The 
maximum load test consisted of a test at the design energy level.  The special test consisted of 
rocks impacting the retaining wire ropes and posts.  Muraishi and Sano (1999) concluded that the 
vertical drop test was more desirable than the rock rolling on slopes because the location, angle, 
and energy of the impact could be easily reproduced and the accuracy of the vertical drop 
required fewer impacts to gather the necessary data. 
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Serafini et al. (1998) describe CALTRANS testing performed in 1998 of three rockfall 
barrier systems that were not originally designed as rockfall barriers.  The tests were performed 
to evaluate the constructability of the systems and to assess the ease of and requirements for 
maintenance to these systems. 
The tests were performed by rolling natural rocks down a slope 27-meters (89-feet) long 
and 20-meters (66-feet) high with an overall slope angle of 36 degrees and a surface composed 
of soil and rock fragments.  Rocks were dropped from the top of the slope using a front-end 
loader.  Rocks were weighed using a load cell after impact in an attempt to evaluate the actual 
weight of the rock impacting the barrier.  The dimensions of each test rock were also recorded 
after impact with the barrier.  Tests were recorded on video from three different camera angles to 
allow analysis of rockfall trajectories, rockfall impact energies, and fence performance and 
behavior.  Reference lines were placed on the slope above and below the fences to calculate 
rockfall velocities prior to and during impact.  Rockfall energies were calculated using similar 
methods as described in Smith and Duffy (1990). 
The entire system and individual components were evaluated based on ability to 
withstand rockfall impacts of kinetic energies ranging from 1.6 to 118 kJ (0.59 to 43 foot-tons).  
Performance of the fences was evaluated based on criteria for impact loading, maintenance, and 
efficiency.  A detailed description of the performance criteria used by CALTRANS to evaluate 
the tests is included in Section 4.2.1. 
Peila et al. (1998) describe full-scale rockfall testing programs performed in Italy in order 
to compare various systems as well as to develop a design procedure for rockfall fences.  The 
tests were performed by attaching a trolley to a cable installed from the top to the bottom of a 
slope extending over the top of the test fence.  The test rock was connected to the trolley by a 
cable.  The trolley and rock travelled down the guide cable to a precise location where the 
connection cable was cut by an explosive charge sending the rock flying freely into the test 
fence.  The cable delivery system was setup in a quarry and rocks used for the tests were from 
the quarry.  The dimensions and weights of the rocks were measured prior to the tests.  Tests 
were filmed using three video cameras and for some tests, the forces transmitted to various 
components of the fences were measured using dynamometers.  The global behavior of the 
fence, the velocity and displacement of the block before and after the impact, and the reaction of 
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the fence components during the impact were analyzed using the video recordings and other 
data. 
 
4.1.3 2000s to Present 
Grassl et al. (2002) describe testing of single and multi-field fences performed in 
Switzerland.  The goal of this research project was to combine specialized field experiments and 
numerical modeling to optimize rockfall fence structures.  Field tests were performed at the 
Swiss Federal Rockfall Test Site near Walenstadt, Switzerland.  The test block consisted of a 
fiber reinforced concrete sphere with a mass of 825 kg (1,819 lb).  The block was dropped from a 
crane into a test fence installed on a near-vertical rock face15 m (49 ft) above the ground.  A 
vertical drop was chosen for the reproducibility of the velocity, the trajectory, and the location of 
the impact of the block with the test fence.  Forces were measured in the post foundations and 
anchor cables using load cells.  The test block was instrumented with accelerometers to allow 
evaluation of the braking forces acting on the block from the fence.  High-speed video cameras 
were also used to record the braking process and provide a measuring technique independent 
from the load cells and accelerometers. 
In 2005, Geobrugg North America (Roth, 2006) conducted testing of a rockfall fence 
using the NCHRP 2003 guideline.  The tests were performed at a temporary site located in an 
open-pit mine.  The fence system was installed on a near-vertical face in the mine with a truck-
mounted crane located on an access road above the fence location (Figure 4.2).  Load cells were 
installed on support ropes and lateral anchor ropes to measure tension forces during testing.  
Load cells were also mounted to the ground plate of the fence posts to measure forces on the 
posts during testing.  One high-speed camera was used to record the test sequence.  A height of 
fall of the test block of 32 m (105 ft) was used.  The test was observed by Dr. Higgins and 
several other rockfall specialists to evaluate the NCHRP 2003 guideline (Duffy and Badger, 
2012).  Based on the test, modifications to the guideline were proposed and are discussed in 
Section 4.2.2. 
Peila et al. (2007) describe testing conducted in Italy in 2007.  Tests were performed to 
evaluate various reinforced embankments to stop rockfall.  The test facility consisted of a cable 
system similar to the system described by Peila (1998).  The system used in 2007 was capable of 
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Figure 4.2  Geobrugg temporary rockfall fence test site located in an open-pit mine (photograph 
courtesy of J. D. Higgins). 
 
Wienberg et al. (2008) describe another testing program conducted in Italy in 2007.  The 
tests were generally conducted according to the SAEFL guideline except that a post spacing of 5 
m (16 ft) was used instead of the standard 10 m (33 ft) post spacing.  The intent of the program 
was to test a fence previously certified using the SAEFL guideline in special situations such as a 
direct impact to a post or rope or an impact in a peripheral panel.  The test facility was located in 
an old quarry with the fence installed on a near-vertical rock face.  Load cells were used to 
measure forces in retaining ropes and support rope anchorage and high-speed video cameras 
were used to record the tests.  The researchers concluded that the fence tested according to the 
SAEFL guideline was able to withstand exceptional load cases that are not explicitly considered 
in the guideline. 
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In 2007 and 2008, CDOT conducted testing to evaluate potential rockfall attenuator 
systems (Arndt et al., 2009).  The test site consisted of a near-vertical rock face above a soil 
slope approximately 15-m (50-ft) long that was inclined at approximately 35 degrees.  A 
concrete ramp was constructed on the upper portion of the soil slope with the test attenuators 
installed at the base of the ramp.  Test rocks were dropped onto the rock face such that the 
impact would impart translational and rotational energy on the rock before travelling down the 
concrete ramp towards the attenuator.  Concrete blocks of specific dimensions were used for the 
test rocks to provided characteristics similar to natural rocks and provide a consistent shape and 
weight.  Each test was recorded by three high-speed video cameras placed to record front and 
side views of the ramp and attenuator.  Video recordings were used to estimate translational and 
rotational velocities for some of the tests performed.  Calculation of the kinetic energies was then 
possible with the known dimensions and weights of the test blocks. 
Badger et al. (2008) describe testing conducted to evaluate the performance of hybrid or 
attenuator type systems.  Tests were performed by rolling concrete “rocks” down a 45 degree 
slope.  Load cells were installed on retaining and anchor ropes to measure impact loading of the 
attenuator systems. 
Buzzi et al. (2012) describe testing conducted in Australia on low energy fences to 
evaluate system stiffness and transmission of load to components such as posts and cables.  
Testing was conducted using a pendulum system.  The test block consisted of concrete 
constructed according to the ETAG 27 guideline.  A quick release device was used to initiate the 
test block moving on the pendulum and a second quick release device was used to automatically 
release the block allowing it to fly freely into the test fence.  Testing was recorded using two 
high-speed cameras.  Load cells were installed on cables and at the post bases to measure forces.  
The controlled release system was found to function consistently allowing easy comparison of 
test results. 
 
During the development of testing programs, fence testing and design changed rapidly 
but there was no standardized test procedure that allowed for comparison of capacity or 
performance of different fence systems.  Due to the lack of any standardized procedures, some 
State transportation agencies, countries, and fence manufacturers developed their own testing 
4.2 Full-Scale Testing Performance Standards and Approval Guidelines 
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procedures and performance criteria to evaluate various rockfall fence designs.  These 
procedures and performance criteria are outlined below, by decade, to follow their progression to 
the present state. 
 
4.2.1 1990s 
Testing performed in 1991 and 1992 described by Duffy (1992) and Duffy and Haller 
(1993) evaluated the performance of fence systems by comparing the relationships between 
impact loading, maintenance, and efficiency.  Impact loading was the amount of energy absorbed 
by the fence at impact, maintenance was the repair required at various impact energies, and 
efficiency was the importance of impact location as fence flexibility was found to decreases 
outward from the center of the fence resulting in increased maintenance requirements.  The 
performance criteria were compared using a chart illustrated in Figure 4.3. 
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  Figure 4.3  Design load and fence performance chart (adapted from Duffy, 1992). 
 
For impact loads less than the design load, the fence was capable of stopping repeated 
impacts with minimal maintenance.  For impact loads greater than the design load, maintenance 
increased and efficiency decreased until the fence was no longer effective for design purposes.  
Impacts with loads greater than the design load would be stopped, but damage to the fence would 
likely be significant.  Similar performance criteria were used in testing performed by 
CALTRANS and others in 1992 (Kane and Duffy, 1993), 1993 (Duffy, 1996), and 1998 
(Andrew et al., 1998). 
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Duffy and Hoon (1996) and Serafini et al. (1998) describe CALTRANS’ evaluation of 
barrier performance similar to Duffy (1992) and Duffy and Haller (1993) with the addition of a 










Kilojoules (Foot-tons) of Impact Energy 
Design load with minimum 
maintenance for impacts 
anywhere in the barrier 
Efficiency decreases as 
impacts occur outside the 
center of the barrier 
Failure Maintenance increases as 
impacts occur outside the 
center of the barrier 
Actual Loads 
Figure 4.4  CALTRANS chart of barrier performance criteria (adapted from Serafini et al., 
1998). 
 
Performance criteria and definitions used by Duffy and Hoon (1996) and Serafini et al. 
(1998) are outlined as follows: 
• Acceptable Performance Criteria: The system’s ability to stop multiple impacts within 
design load levels without needing immediate maintenance. 
• Immediate Maintenance: Immediate repairs required to restore the barrier system to 
design load operational capabilities. 
• Rock Stopped: In order to keep the traveled way clear at all times the final resting 
position of a rock must be within the shoulder.  Commonly two meters of shoulder is 
available.  Of these two meters, one meter is available for the fence system and one meter 
is available for flexing of the barrier.  Therefore, the final resting position of the rock 
must be less than one meter beyond the plane of the net.  If not, the rock is considered not 
stopped. 
In 1999, CALTRANS developed a guideline for rockfall barrier testing based on the 
experience gained from the previous rockfall testing programs conducted by the agency (Duffy, 
1999; Higgins, 2003; and Duffy and Badger, 2012).  The guideline was intended to test a 
product, evaluate the product per manufacturers’ expectations, and report the results of the test.  
The test consisted of rolling 20 rocks down a slope into the fence.  Each successive rock rolled 
during the test was increased in size such that the test started with low impact energies and 
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increased the impact energies to the design load of the fence by the end of the test.  Rocks were 
allowed to accumulate behind the fence so that the cumulative effects of impact loading, 
maintenance, and efficiency could be evaluated similar to methods previously used by 
CALTRANS.  Fence performance was deemed satisfactory if the fence stopped repeated rockfall 
within the design load without immediate maintenance needs. 
WSDOT developed procedures for approval of new rockfall fence products consisting of 
a questionnaire completed by subject matter experts (Higgins, 2003; Duffy and Badger, 2012).  
The questionnaire was based on criteria of the system being able to withstand multiple impacts at 
the rated capacity with little or no maintenance, the maintainability of the system, and a 
reasonable service life of at least 20 years.  The subject matter experts made their 
recommendations for approval, modification, or rejection of the fence to a committee.  The 
committee then corresponded with the manufacturer with the recommendations and, as 
necessary, requested additional information.  No tests were performed by WSDOT, but the 
manufacturer was required to prove their products met the criteria.  This often led to different 
tests being performed by different manufacturers making comparison between different systems 
difficult. 
ODOT developed procedures consisting of specifications for individual rockfall 
protection projects.  This required a “certificate of compliance” from the fence manufacturer that 
stated that the fence was capable of absorbing multiple impacts at the design energy with little or 
no maintenance required and that the fence was thoroughly tested and performed satisfactorily in 
a similar application and capacity as its anticipated use on the ODOT project (Higgins, 2003; 
Duffy and Badger, 2012).  Due to the lack of standard testing and certification procedures and 
the demonstration of satisfactory performance relying on successful application, this approval 
procedure was somewhat subjective. 
Peila (1998) recognized the lack of a standardized method for the classification and use 
of rockfall fences that had led to the numerous procedures and guidelines used by different 
organizations.  A procedural guideline was developed in Italy to eliminate the lack of a standard 
procedure.  It contained the minimum requirements necessary for an optimal classification of 
fences and the specifications that should be considered when conducting fence tests.  The 
guideline requested, from the manufacturer, fence specifications and parameters consisting of the 
maximum dispersible energy in safe conditions, maximum deformation and loads on the fence 
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from the maximum impact energy, assembly specifications with mechanical and behavioral 
characteristics of the joints and brakes, and a guarantee of the quality relative to both the 
construction and installation stages.  The procedures were developed specifically for fences 
capable of absorbing 200 to 5,000 kJ (74 to 1,844 ft-tons) of energy and rocks no larger than 5 
m3 (177 ft3).  Fences tested were classified based on energy categories and associated fence 
dimensions.  The test used a natural rock or concrete block of unit weight between 2200 and 
3200 kg/m3 (137 to 200 lb/ft3).  The procedure required that the rock or block impact the fence at 
two thirds of the useful height of the fence and with an incidence angle between 10 and 60 
degrees. 
 
4.2.2 2000s to Present 
In 1997 and 1998, a survey of European rockfall practitioners revealed the continued 
need for objective and standardized testing procedures for barriers that would allow comparison 
of products and provide relevant information on fence capacity and maintenance (Baumann, 
2002; Higgins, 2003).  Development of the Swiss standardized test procedure and approval 
guideline began in 1999 and was completed in 2001 (Gerber, 2001).  An amendment to the 
guideline was published by the Federal Office for the Environment (FOEN) in 2006 (FOEN, 
2006).  Testing and certification according to the guideline is still required for federally funded 
projects using rockfall fences in Switzerland.  The guideline was established and is administered 
by a government agency to provide standardized and independent evaluation of the fence 
systems tested (Baumann, 2002).  It defines the approval procedure, provides a basis for an 
objective comparison of different rockfall fences in specific energy classes, improves fence 
effectiveness, and provides information to practitioners in charge of project work, construction, 
and maintenance of the fence systems.  The 2006 amendment was published to include 
knowledge gained since testing started in 2001.  This included reducing the required residual 
useful height to be consistent with the E.U. guideline in preparation at the time.  The SAEFL 
guideline includes both administrative and testing procedures.  Only the testing procedures are 
discussed here as the administrative procedures generally only apply to the government agency 
conducting the tests.  The terms and definitions used in this guideline have been outlined 
previously in Sections 2.1 and 2.3.  Several new terms and definitions are included in the 2006 
amendment but do not significantly change the test procedures or results.  Tests are conducted at 
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the site located near Walenstadt, Switzerland and consist of dropping a concrete “rock” vertically 
from a crane into a test fence installed on a near-vertical rock face (Figure 4.5). 
 
 
Figure 4.5  SAEFL test site in Walenstadt, Switzerland (photograph courtesy of J. D. Higgins). 
 
In developing the guideline, it was decided that fences should be able to absorb all of the 
kinetic energy of the test rock without energy absorption from the rock making contact with the 
ground.  It was also decided that the fence system should not exceed a maximum deformation 
after impact and should retain a minimum residual useful height (Gerber, 2001; Baumann, 2002; 
Higgins, 2003). 
The following discussion of the SAEFL guideline is summarized from Gerber (2001) and 
FOEN (2006).  The test fence is installed at a height of 15 m (49 ft) above the ground with the 
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posts inclined 20 degrees above horizontal and retaining ropes inclined approximately 40 degrees 
above horizontal.  The test fence typically consists of three sections with a distance between 
posts of 10 m (33 ft).  The minimum fence height and lengths of the posts are defined based on 
the energy class being tested.  Manufacturers are allowed to increase the posts lengths by up to 
1.5 times without being required to retest and certify the modified fence. 
The fence systems are divided into nine energy classes ranging from 100 to 5,000 kJ (37 
to 1,844 ft-tons) (Table 4.1).  The test sequence is divided into four parts, A to D.  Evaluation of 
tests A, B, and C is based on measurements taken during or after impacts to the fence.  Test D 
consists of a qualitative assessment of the fence system and the fence performance during tests A 
to C.  Concrete blocks of specified dimensions (Figure 4.6) and mass are used depending on the 
energy class and the test.  For the fence to pass, the concrete blocks must be decelerated and 
stopped by the fence within a distance specified by the energy class. 
Test A is a preliminary test with low impact energies in a boundary section of the fence.  
This test is intended to evaluate the deformation of any applied mesh and to load individual ropes 
or rings in the fence system with several small rocks.  Three drops are conducted of various 
numbers of rocks of specified size.  Each bundle of rocks is dropped together into a boundary 
panel of the fence with an impact velocity of 25 m/s (82 ft/s).  Deformations and damages of the 
applied mesh and the individual ropes and rings are measured and described for each drop.  All 
rocks must be slowed by the fence without punctures of the applied mesh and no repair work is 
allowed between each drop. 
Test B is a preliminary test using 50 percent of the specified energy for the class of the 
fence.  The test rock with the specified mass and dimensions is dropped into the middle section 
of the fence at an impact velocity of 25 m/s (82 ft/s).  This test is intended to evaluate the 
required repair effort, the ease of maintenance, and the braking distance at half the design 
energy.  Prior to the test, the positions of the individual bearing elements are measured and 
recorded.  The tests are filmed from two directions and tensile forces on the ropes are measured 
and recorded at approximately 10 anchor points during the test.  The test rock must be stopped 
without puncture of the net panel.  The fence is repaired after the test.  The following data are 
gathered from the test: 
• Deformation of the ropes, brake elements, posts, and nets. 
• Position of the block in the net. 
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1 1.5 50 160 0.41 100 320 0.52 4.0 0.75 
2 2.0 125 400 0.56 250 800 0.70 5.0 1.0 
3 3.0 250 800 0.70 500 1,600 0.88 6.0 1.5 
4 3.0 375 1,200 0.80 750 2,400 1.01 7.0 1.5 
5 4.0 500 1,600 0.88 1,000 3,200 1.11 8.0 2.0 
6 4.0 750 2,400 1.01 1,500 4,800 1.27 9.0 2.0 
7 5.0 1,000 3,200 1.11 2,000 6,400 1.40 10.0 2.5 
8 5.0 1,500 4,800 1.27 3,000 9,600 1.60 12.0 2.5 
9 6.0 2,500 8,000 1.51 5,000 16,000 1.90 15.0 3.0 
 
 
Figure 4.6  Shape and geometry of SAEFL test blocks made of reinforced concrete (adapted 
from Gerber, 2001). 
 
• Deformation of the net. 
• Changes in the positions of the posts. 
• Deformations of the individual brake elements. 
• Damage to and deformations of other structural elements. 










• Time and material for least possible repair effort required for full restoration of the 
structure. 
Test C is the main test at 100 percent of the specified energy for the class of the fence.  
The test rock with the specified mass and dimensions is dropped into the middle section of the 
repaired fence at an impact velocity of 25 m/s (82 ft/s).  The full kinetic energy of the rock must 
be absorbed by the structure to evaluate the bearing capacity and deformability of the fence 
system.  The data recorded before, during, and after the test is identical to the data recorded in 
Test B except the time and material required for repair of the fence system is not recorded as no 
repair effort is made.  The test rock must be stopped without puncture of the net panel.  The 
maximum braking distance is required to be less than the value specified for the energy class of 
the test (Table 4.1).  The residual useful height of the net in the middle section of the fence must 
be equal to or greater than the value specified for the energy class of the test (Table 4.1). 
Test D is an overall assessment of the fence systems’ performance during tests A to C.  
This includes an assessment of the documentation provided by the fence manufacturer to ensure 
that the fence installed for testing is the same as the fence described by the documentation.  The 
fence system is also assessed for simplicity of construction, especially in difficult terrain.  An 
assessment of the lifespan of the fence is made based on the lifespan of the individual 
components as indicated by the manufacturer. 
Video cameras are used during the testing to record front and side views of the fence to 
allow for evaluation of the motion of the block and individual bearing elements of the system.  
The effective forces acting on the rock can be calculated from the motion of the block and can be 
compared with the forces measured in the bearing ropes (Baumann, 2002).  The SAEFL 
guideline gives a general discussion of the importance of post foundations and anchorage and 
states that design relies on force measurements collected during approval tests. 
Baumann (2002) claims that the test procedure has demonstrated that it meets the 
intended objectives and requirements stated during development of the guideline and the 
procedure is capable of differentiating between unsatisfactory products and those that perform as 
intended.  The cost of conducting the SAEFL test is reported as approximately $40,000. 
In 2003, the NCHRP 2003 guideline for testing of rockfall fences was developed to allow 
U.S. transportation agencies to make direct comparisons between fence systems with respect to 
capacity and maintenance (Higgins, 2003).  The test procedure was developed using the SAEFL 
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guideline (Gerber, 2001) as a model as it was the only “officially” recognized test and 
certification guideline for rockfall fence systems at the time.  Additionally, this allowed a 
SAEFL certification to be substituted for the NCHRP 2003 test procedure to avoid being cost 
prohibitive for manufacturers and to allow international business.  The terms and definitions used 
in the NCHRP 2003 guideline are very similar to those used in the SAEFL guideline to avoid 
confusion between tests.  The NCHRP 2003 guideline does not include the 2006 amendments to 
the SAEFL guideline as the NCHRP 2003 guideline was developed prior to 2006. 
The primary differences between the NCHRP 2003 and SAEFL guidelines is that 
manufacturers are responsible for conducting and documenting tests in the U.S., the NCHRP 
2003 test procedure allows manufacturers to decide whether the test block is delivered to the 
fence by a vertical drop, rock roll, or an inclined cable system, and the rock body can be natural 
or manufactured of reinforced concrete (Higgins, 2003).  Additionally, the NCHRP 2003 
guideline allows for a temporary test site to be used and the equipment used for testing can be 
readily rented and transported to the site (Duffy and Badger, 2012). 
The following discussion is summarized from comparison of the SAEFL guideline 
(Gerber, 2001; FOEN, 2006) and the NCHRP 2003 guideline (Higgins, 2003).  The fence system 
setup in the NCHRP 2003 guideline is similar to that of the SAEFL guideline in that the system 
must consist of three panels with the associated posts, ropes, brakes, and foundation elements.  In 
the NCHRP 2003 guideline, the manufacturer is allowed to select the panel width. 
The NCHRP 2003 guideline requires the angle of impact of the test blocks to be in a 
vertical plane orthogonal to the line connecting the base of each post in the fence system.  Also, 
the angle between the net plane, defined by the four edges of the net, and the block trajectory at 
impact must be between 70 and 90 degrees.  The test block geometry is recommended to be 
similar to that used in the SAEFL guideline or the block may be nearly equidimensional with a 
determined density. 
Energies of the test block at the moment of impact are required to be consistent with and 
within 5 percent of the required energies specified for the energy class being tested.  The 
NCHRP 2003 guideline also requires documentation of the foundation design and construction 
for the posts and cables in the test report. 
The energy categories used in the NCHRP 2003 guideline are the same as in the SAEFL 
guideline with 9 energy categories ranging from 100 to 5,000 kJ (37 to 1,844 ft-tons).  These 
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categories are based on the original SAEFL guideline and not the 2006 amendment.  As in the 
SAEFL guideline, the NCHRP 2003 test sequence consists of four tests, A to D.  In general, the 
objectives, implementation, measurements, and performance standards for each test in the 
NCHRP 2003 guideline are the same as in the SAEFL guideline.  An exception is that when test 
blocks are delivered by inclined slope or inclined cable, the test is required to be conducted such 
that the fence is subjected to similar energies and test block sizes as for the vertical drop test used 
in the SAEFL guideline.  Also, measurements are required to be documented by photos taken 
before and after the test in the NCHRP 2003 guideline. 
Modifications to the NCHRP 2003 guideline were made in 2005 after Geobrugg North 
America conducted tests using the guideline.  The tests were observed by Dr. Higgins and 
several other rockfall specialists who recommended the modifications to the NCHRP 2003 
guideline.  These modifications have not been widely distributed.  The following discussion of 
the modifications to the NCHRP 2003 guideline is summarized from Higgins (2013).  The 
original NCHRP 2003 guideline stated that test results were only valid for the tested panel width.  
Modifications to the guideline allow the panel width to be increased or decreased by up to 1.15 
times without additional testing.  Modifications to some of the definitions used in the guideline 
were also made.  These modifications included defining test B at 50 percent energy as the service 
energy level (SEL) test and defining test C at 100 percent energy as the maximum energy level 
(MEL) test. 
Modifications to test sequence include measurement and description of the height of 
drop, weight of test body, and impact locations for all tests.  The guideline was also modified to 
reduce the number of force measurements required during tests B and C (SEL and MEL tests, 
respectively).  The original guideline required tensile force measurements at approximately 10 
anchor points.  Modifications require force measurements at a minimum of three locations 
including a post foundation, an upslope anchor, and a lateral anchor.  Recording of the camera 
locations and film speed used to film the tests was also added to the guideline during 
modification. 
In 2008, ETAG 27 became effective in the E.U.  The guideline includes material 
conformity guidelines and identification tests, which are not summarized here as they apply to 
specific European standards.  The terms and definitions used and the criteria evaluated by ETAG 
27 are somewhat similar to those of the SAEFL and NCHRP 2003 guidelines. 
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The following discussion of ETAG 27 is summarized from EOTA (2008) and Peila and 
Ronco (2009).  The test site must consist of a structure capable of accelerating a concrete block 
to the test speed and delivering the concrete block into the fence with the necessary precision.  
The slope downhill of the fence, referred to as the reference slope, must be within 20 degrees of 
parallel to the block trajectory in the last one meter before the impact of the block with the fence 
(Figure 4.7).  The trajectory of the block may be vertical or inclined (Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9) 
and inscribed in a vertical plane orthogonal to the line connecting the post bases. 
 
 
Figure 4.7  Section view of the relationship between the block trajectory and reference slope in 
ETAG 27 (EOTA, 2008). 
 
The test fence is required to consist of three functional modules or panels with four posts.  
The manufacturer is allowed to decide the installation geometry and post spacing.  The height of 
the fence cannot be reduced from that of the tested height and cannot be raised more than 0.5 m 
(1.6 ft) for fences with a tested height of less than 4 m (13 ft) or 1 meter (3 ft) for fences with a 
tested height of greater than or equal to 4 m (13 ft).  Modification of the post spacing and the 
inclination of the main ropes from those tested are allowed within a tolerance specified by the 
manufacturer.  The manufacturer is responsible for evaluating the forces acting on the structure 




Figure 4.8  Test facility in Italy setup according to the ETAG 27 guideline for a vertical drop test 
(photograph courtesy of B. Arndt). 
 
 
Figure 4.9  Styrian Erzberg test facility in Eisenerz, Austria setup according to the ETAG 27 




An installation manual is required as part of the certification process and it is required 
that the manufacturer follow the manual in installing the fence at the test site.  The block used for 
testing can be unreinforced or reinforced concrete in a polyhedral shape (Figure 4.10).  The 
density of the block is required to be between 2,500 and 3,000 kg/m3 (156 to 187 lb/ft3).  The 
maximum size of the block (Lext) is required to be 3 times smaller than the nominal height of the 
fence.  The mass and size of the block is measured before each test.  The average velocity of the 
block within the last one meter from the fence must be greater than or equal to 25 m/s (82 ft/s) 
for all tests.  The impact energy is calculated as the translational kinetic energy of the block 
using a method similar to that described by Kane and Duffy (1993). 
 
 
Figure 4.10  Shape and geometry of ETAG 27 test blocks made of unreinforced or reinforced 
concrete (EOTA, 2008). 
 
The test procedure consists of two SEL tests and one MEL test.  The MEL test is chosen 
by the manufacturer prior to the test and is required to be greater than or equal to three times the 
SEL test.  There are nine classifications for MEL ranging from 100 to greater than 4,500 kJ (37 
to greater than 1,660 ft-tons) (Table 4.2). 
 
Table 4.2  ETAG 27 energy level classifications (adapted from EOTA, 2008) 
Energy level 
classification 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
SEL (kJ) - 85 170 330 500 660 1,000 1,500 >1,500 
MEL ≥ (kJ) 100 250 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 3,000 4,500 >4,500 
Note: No test performed at SEL for Energy level classification 0 
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The test and fence characteristics recorded prior to each test include: 
• Mass of the test block. 
• Nominal height of the fence. 
• Photographs of the position and construction of the fence. 
• Geometric parameters of the fence. 
• Mechanical and physical characteristics of fence components. 
The test and fence characteristics recorded during each test include: 
• Block speed evaluated in the last one meter before impact with the fence. 
• Block trajectory. 
• Maximum elongation of the fence. 
• Photographic records to give a complete record of the fence behavior including 
deformation, deflections, braking time, and proof of no ground contact before the 
maximum elongation is reached. 
• Foundation peak forces and time-force diagrams. 
The test and fence characteristics recorded after each test includes: 
• Residual height of the fence. 
• Description and photographic records of damages to the fence. 
Block speed measurements are performed from at least one high-speed video camera and 
additional cameras are considered for covering areas of special interest.  Measurement of forces 
on anchorage and ropes is adapted to the specific fence with at least 3 measurements on the main 
ropes of the center fence panel. 
The SEL tests are conducted with two launches of a block at the same kinetic energy as 
specified by the energy level classification.  The objective of the tests is to evaluate the ability of 
the fence system to intercept and contain successive impacts within specified performance 
criteria.  The first SEL test is required to impact the center of the fence system.  The test is 
passed if: 
• The block is stopped by the fence. 
• No ruptures occur in the connection components and the opening of the panel mesh is 
less than two times larger than the initial size of the mesh openings. 
• The residual height of the fence after the test (without removing the block) is greater than 
or equal to 70 percent of the nominal height of the fence. 
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• The block has not touched the ground until the fence has reached the maximum 
elongation during the test. 
The block is then removed from the fence and no maintenance is allowed.  The second SEL test 
is also required to impact the center of the fence.  This test is passed if: 
• The block is stopped by the fence. 
• The block has not touched the ground until the fence has reached the maximum 
elongation during the test. 
The MEL test is conducted with one launch of the test block into the test fence at the 
energy specified.  The objective of the test is to characterize the maximum energy capacity of the 
fence system.  The manufacturer of the fence is allowed to decide whether the MEL test is 
conducted using the same fence as used for the SEL tests after being repaired or on a new fence.  
The test block is launched into the center of the new or repaired fence and the test is passed if: 
• The block is stopped by the fence. 
• The block has not touched the ground until the fence has reached the maximum 
elongation during the test. 
A classification of the residual height of the fence measured after the MEL tests is 
outlined in Table 4.3. 
 
Table 4.3  ETAG 27 residual height categories for MEL test (adapted from EOTA, 2008) 
Category Residual Height 
A ≥ 50% of nominal height 
B Between 30 and 50% of nominal height 
C ≤ 30% of nominal height 
 
Gerber and Wartmann (2001) give a comparison between inclined cable systems and 
vertical drop tests.  They suggest that the purpose of a rockfall test site is to ensure proper 
certification of fences according to existing guidelines.  To accomplish this purpose, the test 
procedure must be repeatable an unlimited number of times under the same conditions, all types 
of fences must be able to be tested, measurements for performance criteria must be easily 
obtained, and different points of the fence should be able to be tested easily. 
4.3 Additional Literature Review 
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They indicate that inclined cable systems are more problematic for large test blocks both 
in terms of safety and capacity of the systems while vertical drop tests are generally safer and 
can easily handle large test blocks using a crane.  Inclined cable systems generally have a 
precision in the horizontal and vertical direction ranging from 30 to 100 cm (1 to 3 ft) while 
vertical drop test precision is generally 5 to 10 cm (2 to 4 in).  The vertical drop test allows for 
easy adjustment of the impact location while the inclined cable system requires either adjustment 
of the cable or reinstallation of the fence.  Additionally, test block trajectories using an inclined 
cable system are likely to change depending on the velocity of the test block where as a vertical 
drop test will always have the same block trajectory.  Evaluation of the test block velocity and 
energy prior to the test is much simpler in a vertical drop test than in an inclined cable system 
test, and the test conditions are generally more easily reproduced with the vertical drop test. 
The vertical drop test requires the fence to absorb all of the test block energy while the 
inclined cable system may allow the test block to impact the ground during the deceleration 
process.  This results in some of the energy being absorbed by the ground and the amount of 
energy absorb by the fence is unknown.  The vertical drop test is the worst possible condition as 
the fence is required to absorb all of the energy of the impact.  For inclined cable tests, the slope 
angle of the test site is important in the ability of the fence to absorb the impact energy and 
therefore performance of the fence is also likely dependent on the slope angle.  Neither test 
method is easily capable of producing rotational energy at impact.  Gerber and Wartmann (2001) 
conclude that the vertical drop test is more favorable than the inclined cable system as the 
vertical drop is better able to accomplish the purpose of standardized rockfall fence testing. 
Spang (2002) discusses the state of rockfall fence certification in Europe prior to the 
development of ETAG 27.  It is noted that the energy dissipating ability of a fence system 
depends on factors including the number of panels, the location of the impact, the relationship 
between barrier height and energy dissipation capacity, angular velocity, and static loading.  He 
suggests that energy dissipation may range from 100 percent in the center of the fence to 60 to 70 
percent at the edges and that as much as 30 percent of the total kinetic energy of a natural 
rockfall may be rotational kinetic energy. 
Both Spang (2002) and Viktorovitch (2002) discuss the development of ETAG 27 by a 
working group consisting of many European countries.  During development, a zero maintenance 
level (ZML) test was being considered.  This energy level was characterized by the highest 
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translational energy a fence could dissipate without any broken parts, gaps in the net, activation 
of brake elements, or major plastic deformation.  This test was intended to define the energy 
level for which no maintenance would be required between multiple rockfall impacts.  
Viktorovitch (2002) reported that this test was still under consideration by the working group as 
the assessment was not simple in a standardization context; however, the ZML test was not 
included in the published guideline. 
Gerber and Boell (2006) and Gerber et al. (2008) summarize the results of fence testing 
that had been performed up to about 2006 using the SAEFL guideline.  They suggest that there 
are many differences between the individual fences tested and the range of energies absorbed 
during testing.  These variations result from differences in design and construction methods used 
by the different manufacturers.  The principle differences were identified in the net type, the way 
the net is attached to other components, the number of supporting ropes and their arrangement, 
and the differences in number and arrangement of braking elements.  According to the 
researchers, these differences have led to considerable scattering of results even within the same 
energy classification.  However, they believe that valid statements regarding the deformation and 
forces involved in the testing can still be made allowing for contractors and project developers to 
find acceptable solutions to their rockfall problems.  They suggest that the SAEFL guideline is 
consistent in how fences are installed for testing while the ETAG 27 guideline allows fences to 
be installed according to the manufacturers’ specifications.  The researchers conclude that this 
will result in even greater variability of results using ETAG 27 than was already observed using 
the SAEFL guideline. 
Duffy and Turner (2012) discuss considerations for conducting full-scale rockfall tests.  
The following discussion is a brief summary of some of the considerations that are important for 
evaluating rockfall fences using full-scale tests.  The selection of test rocks or blocks is based on 
the purpose of conducting the tests.  It is desirable to use test rocks with similar size and 
characteristics as rocks found at a rockfall mitigation project location so that results of the test 
can duplicate natural conditions as closely as possible.  Rock or block weight is another 
characteristic that should be considered prior to performing tests.  They outline methods for 
estimating rock weight, but they suggest the best practice is to accurately weigh each test rock. 
A spatial reference system is necessary to allow analysis of moving rocks recorded on 
film, video, or digital images.  For rockfall fence testing by rock rolling, reference lines are 
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generally placed perpendicular to the slope axis in the impact and runout zones at 3-m (10-ft) 
intervals extending at least 15 m (50 ft) up the slope from the test fence.  Reference lines may be 
placed at shorter intervals to provide greater detail in areas of special concern.  It is important to 
obtain high-quality images of tests to allow full analysis of parameters such as translational and 
rotational energies of rocks impacting test fences.  They suggest at least two cameras should be 
used and four or more cameras are preferred. 
 
The following discussion is a summary of the results of the survey responses for 
questions pertinent to this research.  These results are presented in more detail in Appendix B.  
The surveys were completed by 16 representatives of transportation agencies, 10 design 
engineers, and 6 representatives of rockfall fence manufacturers. 
The majority of transportation agencies indicated that they do not have their own design 
or performance standards or certifications for flexible rockfall protection systems.  Some 
agencies require information or a “certificate of compliance” for these systems from the 
manufacturer. 
The majority of agencies and engineers indicated that they were familiar with the existing 
NCHRP 2003 and ETAG 27 guidelines for testing of fence systems.  Manufacturers appear to be 
more familiar with the SAEFL and ETAG 27 guidelines.  The majority of agencies and engineers 
were also familiar with other publications related to flexible rockfall protection while few 
manufacturers were familiar with these publications.  Of the existing testing guidelines, agencies 
appear not to have a preference for using or specifying any specific guideline.  Engineers and 
manufacturers appear to prefer the use or specification of ETAG 27 over the SAEFL and 
NCHRP 2003 guidelines.  Agencies and engineers indicate they use or specify other related 
publications while no manufacturers appear to use these publications. 
Half of agencies surveyed indicated that they do not require or request any 
documentation of testing and certification of fence systems under any of the existing guidelines.  
Agencies who do request documentation do not appear to have a specific preference for any of 
the existing guidelines.  The majority of engineers indicated that their firm requires or requests 
documentation from the ETAG 27 guideline or they rely on the owner of the rockfall protection 
system to specify whether any documentation is required.  The majority of manufacturers 
4.4 NCHRP Survey Results 
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indicated that most customers request documentation from the ETAG 27 guideline and 
occasionally from the SAEFL guideline. 
Transportation agencies indicated that they would like a new U.S. testing guideline that 
reflects the ETAG 27 guideline rather than the SAEFL guideline.  Agencies perceive the 
advantages of ETAG 27 as being the wide use and the general applicability of the guideline.  
Agencies indicate the disadvantages of ETAG 27 are that the test procedures do not necessarily 
represent real conditions, the guideline does not consider ease of installation or maintenance, and 
the guideline does not consider small diameter rocks.  In general, agencies perceive limitations in 
the lack of consistency between each guideline in terms of performance criteria and allowable 
modifications to tested systems. 
Design engineers have similar perceived advantages and limitations of the existing 
testing guidelines.  Specifically, engineers perceive a significant obstacle in the lack of 
standardized terminology in the guidelines and the lack of accounting for rotation of rocks during 
impact with the fence systems. 
Some manufacturers indicated that the SAEFL and ETAG 27 guidelines give an unfair 
advantage to larger manufacturers based in European countries because it is not feasible for 
smaller U.S. manufacturers to have testing performed in European countries.  Manufacturers also 
indicated that the SAEFL guideline has the advantage of being conducted at one test site, there 
are limits on fence deflection, only a vertical drop test is allowed, and maintenance is considered 
in the guideline.  Manufacturers indicated advantages of ETAG 27 include the flexibility of tests 
to be performed by inclined systems or vertical drop and the ability to use independent test 
facilities.  Manufacturers’ perceived limitations of ETAG 27 include that there are a large 
number of agencies who can perform rockfall fence testing but some agencies have no 
experience in testing.  Also, manufacturers perceive the limitations on allowable fence 
modifications before retesting is required as a shortcoming of the guideline. 
Three manufacturers indicated that they have performed or have considered performing 
certification-type testing in the U.S.  One response includes the testing performed by Geobrugg 
North America in 2005 using the NCHRP 2003 guideline.  Manufacturers indicated that cost is a 
significant obstacle to performing testing in the U.S. and even if testing is performed, it may not 
be accepted by all U.S. transportation agencies.  Additionally, the cost of performing testing in 
multiple countries is redundant and cost prohibitive.  Manufacturers prefer that testing in the 
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U.S. only include U.S. specific requirements and not duplicate the results of SAEFL or ETAG 27 
tests.  Manufacturers would like SAEFL or ETAG 27 to serve as the basis for application in the 
U.S. with modifications for specific U.S. requirements. 
Additional survey responses that are important to consider when developing a proposed 
testing guideline and evaluating performance criteria for fence systems include: 
• Agencies and engineers indicated that, on average, greater than 70 percent of rockfall 
protection systems in the U.S. are installed within approximately 9 m (30 ft) of a roadway 
or other structure, and 
• The majority of agencies and engineers design permanent rockfall protection systems for 







Full-scale rockfall testing programs in the U.S. began in the 1960s using rock rolling to 
evaluate rockfall trajectories and ditch effectiveness.  Testing of rockfall fences began in the late 
1980s and early 1990s in the U.S. and Europe.  Early rockfall fence tests utilized natural slopes 
to roll rocks into test fences.  Testing performed in 1991 in Switzerland appears to have been the 
first program to use an inclined cable system to deliver rock to the fence.  A similar inclined 
cable system was also used in Italy in 1998.  Throughout the 1990s, fence testing in the U.S. was 
still being performed by rolling rocks down natural slopes. 
Vertical drop tests were performed in Japan in 1999 and in Switzerland starting around 
2001.  Testing conducted in the U.S. in 2005 following the NCHRP 2003 guideline used the 
vertical drop test.  An inclined cable type system does not appear to have been used in the U.S. 
for rockfall fence testing.  The use of rock rolling, inclined cable systems, and vertical drops are 
ongoing in Europe while in the U.S., rock rolling and vertical drop tests appear to still be used.  
Tests on rockfall fences and related components using pendulum systems have been performed 
in Australia in the 2000s; however, these tests have been used primarily for relatively low energy 
impacts. 
Performance standards developed in the 1990s were primarily based on the relationship 
between impact loading, maintenance, and efficiency.  These standards were somewhat widely 
used, but they were insufficient for a standardized guideline for fences that would allow 
comparison of products and provide relevant information on fence capacity and maintenance.  
Also during the 1990s, several U.S. transportation agencies and researchers developed their own 
test procedures and performance standards to allow comparison of fence products.  The SAEFL 
guideline developed in 2001 was the first “officially” recognized guideline with the development 
of the NCHRP 2003 guideline following shortly after in 2003.  An additional guideline was 
developed in the E.U. in 2008. 
The following sections are a discussion of the test methods and procedures, the existing 
guidelines, and the existing state of practice among U.S. transportation agencies and fence 




The methods and procedures that have been used to test rockfall fences are discussed in 
this section.  Table 5.1 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of various methods and 
procedures for rock delivery and physical setup of the delivery systems and the test site.  A 
detailed discussion of these methods is provided in the proceeding sections. 
 







•  Simple •  Tests not easily reproduced 
•  May represent real rockfall 
conditions 
•  Trajectory and energy influenced by 
slope characteristics 
•  Includes translational and rotational 
energy 
•  Location and angle of impact difficult 
to predict 




•  Reproducible •  No rotational energy 
•  Better control over impact velocity, 
energy, location, and angle 
•  Velocity and energy depend on test 
site and setup 
•  Cable system may also be used for 
installation, maintenance, and rock 
removal during testing 
•  May be difficult to vary impact 
location 
•  Requires specialized equipment 
•  Requires extensive infrastructure 
Vertical 
Drop 
•  Reproducible •  No rotational energy 
•  Better control over impact velocity, 
energy, location, and angle 
•  Requires installation on near-vertical 
face 
•  High accuracy and precision   
Pendulum 
•  Reproducible •  Difficult to achieve high energies 
•  Better control over impact velocity, 
energy, location, and angle 
•  Requires specialized equipment 
•  No rotational energy 
 
5.1.1 Rock Rolling Tests 
The first rockfall testing programs conducted in the U.S. used natural slopes for rolling 
rocks to evaluate rockfall trajectories as well as various mitigation techniques.  This type of test 
was chosen for its simplicity as well as the ability of the test to match site specific conditions for 
rockfall events.  For the purpose of evaluating site specific rockfall characteristics this type of 
5.1 Full-Scale Testing Methods 
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test is the most applicable.  Impacts of rocks with a test fence include both translational and 
rotational kinetic energy as would be the case in most real applications.  However, for 
developing test procedures that are reproducible for the purpose of comparing the capacity and 
performance of fence systems, this type of test is difficult to use. 
The characteristics of the slope such as the length, height, surface roughness, and 
composition influence the rockfall trajectory and energy.  Because rocks are not likely to follow 
the same trajectory down the slope, the location and angle of impact are not easily predicted or 
reproduced between tests.  This makes it difficult to test the same or different fences consistently 
such that a comparison between capacity and performance is possible.  Duffy (1992) and Duffy 
and Haller (1993) suggest that fence maintenance increases and efficiency decreases as rocks 
impact further from the center of the fence panels.  It is therefore important to be able to 
reproduce the impact location during testing such that different fences can be compared.  In the 
application of fences for protection, impacts will not always occur near the center of panels 
making impact location important for the proper design of these systems. 
In testing fences on slopes using rock rolling, it is possible for the rock to make contact 
with the ground after being intercepted by the fence but before the fence has reached the 
maximum elongation.  This ground impact absorbs some of the energy of the rolling rock leading 
to uncertainty in the amount of energy that is absorbed by the fence.  This limitation could be 
avoided by having a slope behind the test fence that is sufficiently steep to prevent the rock from 
contacting the ground during elongation.  Such a test setup is likely to make fence installation 
and maintenance more difficult.  Also, this test setup requires increased effort to remove test 
rocks from the fence after impact.  A crane may be the most useful equipment for rock removal; 
however, this may increase the cost of the testing program.  The use of a front-end loader is the 
most common method used during rock rolling tests to initiate rocks and for removal of rocks 
from the fence. 
The velocities of rocks at impact using rock rolling tests are typically inconsistent.  This 
makes it difficult to predict and reproduce tests using this method.  For the purpose of evaluating 
the capacity of a fence, it is desirable to achieve a specific energy at impact.  This requires an 
estimate of the velocity and mass of the rock at impact.  While the mass of the rock can be 
obtained relatively easily, it is much more difficult to achieve the desired velocity at impact 
making this test method problematic for testing energy capacity. 
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The uncertainty in the horizontal and vertical impact location, angle, and energy 
associated with rock rolling test methods typically prolong test programs because many rock 
rolls may be required to achieve the desired impact energy and location.  In many instances, 
rocks rolled may miss the test fence or stop on the slope before reaching the fence.  Of the data 
available from test programs using rock rolling previously described, on average greater than 30 
percent of the rocks rolled either missed or stopped before reaching the fence.  It may be possible 
to conduct rock rolls before installing the test fence to better calibrate the necessary rock mass to 
achieve the desired energy levels and impact locations, but again, this could prolong testing and 
considerable uncertainty would still exist due to varying rock rolling trajectories. 
The use of a smooth rock slope may help to reduce uncertainties in rockfall trajectories 
and energies.  The availability of such a slope is likely limited and rocks rolling down a rock 
slope are more likely to fragment during the test making accurate evaluation of impact energies 
difficult.  Another option to help reduce uncertainties in rockfall trajectories and energies may be 
to conduct testing by installing the test fence across a narrow gully to confine the rock trajectory 
laterally.  The use of a spherical rock would help to control the vertical trajectory as well as 
reduce variation in impact velocities and energies.  While these conditions may not represent 
realistic conditions, they would provide better control for a standardized test.  Use of a narrow 
gully may complicate access for fence installation and measurements for the tests. 
 
5.1.2 Inclined Cable Type Tests 
The inclined cable system developed in Switzerland in 1991 allowed the rock to strike the 
ground in front of and then roll into the test fence.  This method was intended to increase the 
velocity of the rocks at impact, but it was found that the energy absorbed by the single ground 
impact was similar to the energy absorbed during multiple ground impacts using the rolling rock 
method causing considerable velocity variation.  This test procedure had the advantage of 
rotational energy imparted on the rock during the impact before reaching the test fence although 
the rotational energy was likely highly variable. 
The inclined cable system allowed for improved control over the lateral impact location, 
but the height and angle of impact were difficult to predict and reproduce.  Both the height and 
angle of impact were dependent on the velocity of the rock before and after impact with the 
ground.  While the consistency of the lateral impact location was improved, the ability of the 
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lateral impact location to be varied was limited due to the cable system.  In order to test a 
different section of the fence, the location of cable system or the fence had to be modified. 
Modifications were made to the inclined cable system test used in Switzerland and Italy 
in the 1990s.  This included launching rocks directly into the test fences, which allowed for a 
relatively narrow range of rock velocities that varied with the geometry of the test site.  This 
allowed prediction and calculation of rock energies prior to tests and also made tests more 
reproducible.  Impact locations and angles could also be predicted and reproduced making 
comparison of different products much easier than in previous test methods.  The angle of impact 
may be reproducible at a single test site, but it may not be easily reproduced among different test 
sites.  This could lead to differences in the capacity and performance of fences based on which 
test site is used.  Additionally, allowing the rock to directly impact the fence results in only 
translational energy of the rock and rotational energy is not considered. 
Limitations of the system still include the difficulty of varying the impact location, which 
could be reduced by redesign of the system.  Other limitations include specialized equipment 
required to release the rock at the proper time before reaching the fence and the difficulty of 
handling large rocks required for high energy tests.  The inclined cable system used in 2007 in 
Italy (Peila et al., 2007) was capable of producing energies in excess of 5,000 kJ (1,844 ft-tons).  
If fences are developed to absorb energies greater than 5,000 kJ, redesign of inclined cable type 
systems is may be required to safely conduct testing. 
As with the rock rolling method, this method must ensure that the rock does not make 
contact with the ground during elongation of the fence.  The setup of this test method on a slope 
may make installation, maintenance, and rock removal more difficult.  With the proper design, 
the inclined cable system could likely be used in fence installation and rock removal as well as 
delivering the rock to the fence during tests.  Such as system would require extensive 
infrastructure that would be cost prohibitive for a temporary facility and would only be practical 
for a permanent facility. 
 
5.1.3 Vertical Drop Tests 
Researchers performing testing performed in Japan in 1998 chose a vertical drop test 
rather than a rolling rock because the location, angle, and energy of impact could be more easily 
controlled and was reproducible with the vertical drop test.  This test has a very high accuracy 
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and precision of impact location.  Additionally, the impact location can easily be adjusted to test 
specific sections of a fence.  The angle of impact can also be reproduced by installing different 
fences at a consistent angle relative to horizontal. 
The vertical drop test allows for easy calculation of impact velocity and rock mass 
required to achieve a specific energy.  This can be evaluated prior to the test.  Also, each test can 
be conducted under exactly equal conditions without other factors significantly influencing the 
rock trajectory or energy.  The mass of the test rock is limited by the capacity of the crane; 
however, the use of a crane is generally safer and allows for easy rock handling.  Additionally, 
the crane can be used to remove rocks from the fence after the test. 
The vertical drop test does not include rotational energy of the rock, which is a limitation 
in the applicability of the test results for design of fences.  The actual amount of total kinetic 
energy and rotational kinetic energy that a rock has is highly dependent on the rock dimensions 
and interaction with the slope during the rockfall event making it difficult to evaluate in a 
standardized test. 
The vertical drop test can be setup to avoid rock contact with the ground during 
elongation of the fence requiring the fence to absorb all of the impact energy.  This loading is 
likely the maximum possible from the test.  However, it may not be representative of a natural 
event that has the same total kinetic energy but different components of translational and 
rotational kinetic energy.  The rotational energy is likely to cause different fence behavior than is 
observed during a vertical drop test. 
The vertical drop test requires a near-vertical face.  Additionally, the fence must be 
installed on the face high enough to avoid ground contact of the block during the elongation of 
the fence.  Working at height on a near-vertical face requires specialized equipment and 
personnel to safely complete the fence installation and measurements for the test. 
 
5.1.4 Pendulum Type Tests 
Pendulum type tests have been used in the 2000s to test rockfall fences and individual 
components at relatively low energies up to several hundred kJ.  The limitation of using this type 
of test for higher energies is the ability to construct a pendulum system large enough to produce 
velocities at impact similar to that of a natural rockfall event.  Higher energies could be achieved 
by using a larger rock mass at a lower velocity, but this would not represent realistic conditions 
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of natural rockfall events.  Therefore, the results may not be applicable for the design of a 
rockfall fence. 
Additional limitations include the specialized equipment necessary to release the rock to 
start the pendulum swing and another release device to allow the rock to fly freely into the test 
fence.  The second release device must be capable of detaching the rock at the exact time to 
allow the rock to impact the fence.  The release devices must also be rated for a capacity 
sufficient to withstand the forces exerted by the swinging rock.  It may be possible to conduct a 
pendulum test were the rock is not released before impact; however, this may lead to uncertainty 
in the impact energy absorbed by the fence.  The pendulum type test is also not capable of 
producing rotation of the rock at impact with the fence. 
The pendulum type test can be useful for low energy tests as the impact location and 
angle are generally easily predicted prior to the test.  Some initial tests may be required in order 
to calibrate the release devices to achieve the desired impact location and angle.  The test is 
generally reproducible and energies can be easily calculated prior to the test. 
 
5.1.5 Test Blocks 
The selection of test rocks or blocks is generally guided by the purpose for conducting 
the tests (Duffy and Turner, 2012).  For tests that are intended to evaluate site specific rockfall 
fence designs, use of rocks that are specific to the site is desirable to create conditions that 
closely represent natural conditions.  For standardized testing procedures, it is desirable to use 
rocks or blocks that can easily be reproduced.  The use of natural rocks during a single testing 
program that evaluates multiple fences may be practical.  When using natural rocks, it is 
desirable to choose rocks that are durable so that they will be less likely to fragment while 
traveling to the fence and during impact. 
For evaluating multiple fences at different times and at different test sites, manufactured 
blocks of specific dimensions and mass are desirable.  Use of a manufactured block in a test that 
includes a rotational velocity component can simplify the calculations of the rotational energy if 
the block is symmetrical with the center of gravity and the center of rotation coincident at a point 
within the block.  Use of manufactured spherical blocks may allow for reproducible test results 




Whether natural or manufactured rocks are used for the testing program, it is important to 
consider the mass of rocks before and after testing.  A rock of appropriate mass should be chosen 
before the test to represent realistic conditions and to achieve the desired energy for the test.  In 
order for the energy estimate to be accurate, the mass of the rock at impact is required.  It may 
also be necessary to evaluate the mass of rocks after testing if significant fragmentation of the 
rocks occurs prior to impact with the fence. 
Numerous methods are available for calculating or measuring the mass of the test rock.  
The dimensions of rocks are commonly measured and a density is assumed to calculate the rock 
mass.  In a testing program conducted by Smith and Duffy (1990), the estimated weights of 
several rocks were found to generally be within 10 percent of the actual weights.  For the 
purpose of comparing the energy capacities of different fences, this variation in estimated weight 
may be too large as it could result in a relatively large variation in the calculated impact energy.  
The most accurate method that should be used in a standardized test procedure is to weigh each 
individual rock. 
 
5.1.6 Spatial Reference Systems and Video Recording 
A spatial reference system is necessary for analysis of moving rocks recorded on film, 
video, or digital images.  For rock rolling tests, Duffy and Turner (2012) suggest that reference 
lines should be placed perpendicular to the slope axis in the impact and runout zones at 3-m (10-
ft) intervals extending at least 15 m (50 ft) up the slope from the test fence.  Reference lines may 
be placed at shorter intervals to provide greater detail for analysis in areas of special interest.  For 
inclined cable and vertical drop tests, reference marks are also required for analysis of rock 
velocity and fence elongation.  The spacing of reference marks is dependent on the test setup and 
anticipated rock velocity and fence elongation. 
For tests conducted by rock rolling, it is common for reference lines made of ribbon or 
paint to be placed on the slope.  It is important that the material used for reference lines is 
durable so that the lines are not damaged by rocks rolling over the lines.  If damage to reference 
lines occurs and is not repaired, analysis may be made more difficult or impossible.  For inclined 
cable systems and vertical drop tests, damage to reference lines is generally less problematic, but 
more attention must be given to the proper placement of lines to collect the necessary data. 
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In addition to reference lines, it is important to obtain high-quality images of all tests to 
allow complete analysis of parameters such as rock velocity and fence elongation during impact.  
Typically, high-speed cameras are required to capture images sufficient to perform analyses.  
Video cameras must be placed properly in relation to both reference lines and the test fence in 
order to collect accurate data.  At least one camera should be placed in line with the fence with 
multiple reference lines in the field of view.  For vertical drop tests, an additional camera can be 
placed perpendicular to the fence with multiple reference lines in the field of view.  These 
camera angles can be used for analysis of rock velocities and fence behavior.  For vertical drop 
tests, the rock velocity and energy can be calculated using the mass of the rock and the drop 
height.  These calculations can be compared with analysis from video recordings.  Additional 
cameras and viewing angles may be required to record other areas of interest. 
 
The following is a discussion of previously used and existing performance standards and 
approval guidelines for rockfall fence systems.  A summary and comparison of the SAEFL, 
NCHRP 2003, and ETAG 27 guidelines is provided in Table 5.2.  Table 5.3 summarizes the 
advantages and disadvantages of these guidelines.  A detailed discussion of the guidelines is 
provided in the proceeding sections. 
 
5.2.1 Early Performance Standards 
The first performance standard for rockfall fences consisted of a comparison of the 
relationship between impact loading, maintenance, and efficiency.  Using these standards, a 
fence was evaluated for a specific design energy.  In order to evaluate this energy, extensive 
testing was required.  This included many rock rolls and also many test fences in order to 
properly define the limits of the design energy level.  While this information is very useful, it is 
cost and time prohibitive to perform this amount of testing in a standard test procedure.  The first 
version of these performance standards appear to have lacked well defined criteria to evaluate the 
test results.  Modifications were made to these performance standards by CALTRANS for testing 
performed by the agency.  These modifications better defined the test procedure and the fence 
performance criteria. 
 
5.2 Full-Scale Testing Performance Standards and Approval Guidelines 
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Table 5.2  Summary and comparison of the SAEFL, NCHRP 2003, and ETAG 27 guidelines. 
 
Guideline 
  SAEFL NCHRP 2003 ETAG 27 
Location of 
Development 
Switzerland United States European Union 
Test 
Responsibility Governing Body Manufacturer Governing Body 
Rock/Block 
Delivery Method 
Vertical Drop Vertical drop, inclined cable, and rock rolling 










Limited Undefined Undefined 
Small Diameter 
Rock/Block Test 
Yes Yes No 
MEL/SEL 2 2 3 
Tests at Low 
Energy (SEL) 1 1 2 
Tests at High 
Energy (MEL) 1 1 1 
Residual Height       
at SEL Undefined Undefined 1
st Test: > 70%             
2nd Test: Undefined 
at MEL >50% >60% Categories A, B, C 
Elongation       
at SEL Undefined Undefined Undefined 
at MEL Limited Limited Undefined 




Table 5.3  Summary of advantages and disadvantages of SAEFL, NCHRP 2003, and ETAG 27 
guidelines. 
Guideline Advantages Disadvantages 
SAEFL 
•  Tests easily reproduced •  Limits post spacing and panel widths 
•  Small diameter rock/block test •  50% residual height limitation 
•  Maintenance evaluated •  Requires force measurements at 10 
locations •  Elongation limited 
•  Force measurements on ropes and 
anchorage 
•  No force measurements on foundations 




•  Can be conducted by manufacturers 
with readily available and portable 
equipment 
•  Potential for bias of results 
•  60% residual height limitation 
•  Multiple rock/block delivery options •  Allows rock rolling tests, which can be 
difficult to reproduce 
•  Post spacing/panel width decided by 
manufacturer with limitations on 
post-testing modifications 
•  Vertical drop tests does not represent 
real conditions 
 
•  Documentation of foundation and 
anchorage design 
  
•  Requires force measurements at post 




•  Widely used in Europe •  Differs from SAEFL and NCHRP 2003 
guidelines 
•  Multiple rock/block delivery options •  Does not limit elongation 
•  Post spacing/panel width decided by 
manufacturer 
•  No limitations on allowable 
modification of post spacing/panel width 
•  Requires force measurements at post 
foundation, lateral anchor, and upslope 
anchor 
•  50% residual height limitation 





In the CALTRANS test procedure, rocks that were rolled into the test fence were allowed 
to accumulate during the testing to observe cumulative effects on the fence.  While this may 
represent a realistic condition, allowing rocks to accumulate increases uncertainty in the actual 
energy absorbed by the fence when additional rock rolls impact accumulated rocks before 
impacting the fence.  Impacts with accumulated rocks absorb unknown and inconsistent amounts 
of energy making comparison of different fences impossible.  Removal of rocks after each test 
would reduce uncertainty in the amount of energy absorbed by the fence.  Rocks that are rolled 
and stop before reaching the test fence can also be impacted by later rock rolls making it difficult 
to achieve the desired test energy.  This could prolong the test program. 
The WSDOT and ODOT guidelines for approval of rockfall fence products generally 
required documentation from the fence manufacturer that stated the fence was capable of 
absorbing multiple impacts at the design energy level with little or no maintenance.  There were 
no guidelines as to how testing should be performed or evaluated.  This allowed different 
manufacturers to use different testing methods to evaluate their products.  This type of guideline 
may be more useful if all manufacturers were to use existing guidelines such that comparison of 
fences is possible. 
The guideline developed in Italy by Peila (1998) was similar to the guideline later 
developed by the Swiss.  However, the Italy guideline reviewed did not fully define the test 
procedure and the criteria for evaluating fence performance.  Additionally, this guideline was not 
an official agency approved publication and appears to have been limited in use. 
 
5.2.2 SAEFL Guideline 
Experience using the SAEFL guideline has shown that the test procedure is reproducible 
and allows comparison of capacity and maintenance of different fence systems (Higgins, 2003).  
The SAEFL guideline was amended in 2006 to include knowledge gained since testing started in 
2001.  The guideline consists of a standardized and well defined sequence of tests that are 
conducted by a vertical drop.  This allows for the tests to be easily reproduced. 
The physical setup of the test fence is specified by the guideline in terms of the location 
and geometry of posts and retaining ropes.  While this is useful for the purpose of comparing 
different fences, it could potentially limit the ability of manufacturers to design new fence 
systems.  The SAEFL guideline also limits the manufacturer to increasing the height of posts by 
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up to 1.5 times without retesting the modified fence.  This limitation is necessary as a modified 
fence may exhibit different behavior than the tested fence making it difficult to evaluate the 
capacity and performance of the modified fence based on test results for the original fence. 
Test A used in the SAEFL guideline evaluates the deformation of any applied mesh and 
loads on individual ropes.  This test also evaluates the ability of the fence system to stop rocks 
much smaller than the design rocks.  This may indicate the fence performance in applications 
were the fence may be exposed to rockfalls with energies much lower than design values.  The 
ability of the fence to prevent small rocks from reaching a roadway or other structure is often 
important. 
Test B evaluates the required repair effort, ease of maintenance, and the braking distance 
at the 50% energy level.  In order to evaluate the repair effort and ease of maintenance, the fence 
is repaired with the least possible effort for full restoration before test C.  Documentation of this 
repair effort may be used in comparing the effort required to maintain a certain level of service 
for different fence systems.  The use of the repaired fence for test C represents may also 
represent real conditions as it is likely that an installed fence will be repaired during its service 
life. 
Test C evaluates the capacity and deformability of the fence at the full energy level.  The 
maximum braking distance is required to be less than the value specified for the energy class of 
the test.  This maximum distance ranges from 4 m (13 ft) for the 100 kJ (37 ft-tons) energy class 
to 15 m (49 ft) for the 5,000 kJ (1,844 ft-tons) energy class.  In U.S. practice, these braking 
distances are relatively large for fences that are commonly installed with limited space between 
the rockfall fence and roadways or other structures. 
The residual height of the fence after impact during test C is required to be greater than 
the value specified for the energy class of the test.  This minimum residual height is generally 
half of the original fence height.  These limits seem to be relatively low as a 50 percent reduction 
in height after an impact significantly reduces the residual height available to intercept and 
contain additional falling rocks. 
The SAEFL guideline gives a general discussion of the importance of post foundations 
and anchorage.  The guideline states that the design of these systems relies on the force 
measurement collected during testing.  The test procedure specifically requires measurement of 
forces on ropes during tests B and C, but there is no requirement for measurement of forces on 
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post foundations during testing.  The lack of force measurements at post foundations is a 
limitation of the guideline for guidance in the design of foundations for a field application. 
 
5.2.3 NCHRP 2003 Guideline 
The following discussion of the NCHRP 2003 guideline primarily focuses on the 
advantages and disadvantages of the differences between the SAEFL and NCHRP 2003 
guidelines.  In the NCHRP 2003 guideline, the fence manufacturer is responsible for conducting 
and documenting tests.  According to Higgins (2003), manufacturers were given responsibility 
for the tests because there were likely to be very few tests conducted in the U.S. in any one year 
and a national test facility with infrastructure and staff was not justifiable.  Additionally, funding 
a national facility was not practical.  The solution was to develop a guideline that was simple and 
could be conducted by the manufacturer with readily available and portable equipment.  There 
appears to have been only one official test performed using the NCHRP 2003 guideline; 
however, the guideline appears to be workable with minor modifications.  There is potential for 
bias of results with manufacturers conducting and documenting the test of their products.  This 
could be limited by requiring an independent review of the test and documentation by a qualified 
professional.  The NCHRP 2003 guideline requires photo documentation of measurements, 
which may also help to reduce bias. 
In addition to being responsible for the test, manufacturers are allowed to decide whether 
a rock rolling, inclined cable system, or vertical drop test is performed.  The primary reasons for 
giving the manufacturer the choice of delivery system are the availability of suitable test sites 
and the ability to test systems that cannot be constructed on vertical slopes.  The SAEFL 
guideline was developed specifically for a vertical drop test, but the guideline was easily adapted 
to fit the format of other delivery systems.  Generally, this requires the manufacturer to conduct 
tests other than the vertical drop by varying the mass and size of the test body to achieve the 
desired impact energy.  This should be considered when deciding what delivery system should 
be used.  When using a rock rolling test or inclined cable system, it may be relatively easy to 
achieve the desired energies for lower energy tests, but the higher energy tests may be more 
difficult to conduct. 
The NCHRP 2003 guideline does not restrict manufacturers to a specific panel width and 
post spacing as does the SAEFL guideline.  However, the NCHRP 2003 guideline limits validity 
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of the test results to only the panel width and post spacing tested.  Modifications to the guideline 
in 2005 allow panel widths to be increased or decreased by up to 1.15 times without additional 
testing.  This modification allows manufacturers to design fence systems without being limited to 
specific width dimensions. 
Additional requirements for the impact angle are included in the NCHRP 2003 guideline 
that are not included in the SAEFL guideline.  These additional requirements are included 
because of the ability to use various delivery systems.  They also help to create results that can 
be more easily compared with results from tests performed using different delivery systems. 
The NCHRP 2003 guideline allows testing to be conducted using a manufactured block 
or natural rock.  If a natural rock is used, the guideline requires that the rock be nearly 
equidimensional with a determined density so that impact energies can be accurately calculated.  
It may be beneficial for manufacturers to choose manufactured blocks as they may provide more 
easily reproducible results and typically will not fragment upon impact with the fence or slope, 
especially when reinforced.  The NCHRP 2003 guideline requires documentation of the 
foundation design and construction for posts and cables, which are not included in the SAEFL 
guideline.  This information can be used to compare various fence systems and the foundation 
elements that are required to support the fence. 
Modifications to the definitions used in the NCHRP 2003 guideline included defining test 
B as the SEL test and defining test C as the MEL test.  The ETAG 27 guideline includes 
definitions similar to those used in the modified NCHRP 2003 guideline except that ETAG 27 
defines the MEL as 3 times the SEL in each energy category while the NCHRP 2003 guideline 
defines the MEL as 2 times the SEL in each energy classification.  This makes SEL test results 
from each guideline difficult to compare. 
Reduction of the number of force measurement locations in the NCHRP 2003 guideline 
modification has likely not affected the quality of data collected as illustrated by the test 
performed using the guideline.  Force measurements at critical locations such as foundations and 
anchorage nearest to the impact location likely give a good representation of the forces that can 




5.2.4 ETAG 27 Guideline 
The ETAG 27 guideline is similar to the SAEFL and NCHRP 2003 guidelines, but they 
differ in several distinct ways.  These differences have made it more difficult to compare the 
results from ETAG 27 tests with SAEFL or NCHRP 2003 tests.  Some of these differences stem 
from the testing procedures while others stem from the performance criteria used to evaluate the 
test results.  The terms and definitions used in the ETAG 27 guideline are generally similar to 
those of the SAEFL and NCHRP 2003 guidelines.  However, there are slight differences in 
definitions that could potentially lead to confusion when comparing test results. 
Similar to the SAEFL guideline, the ETAG 27 test is conducted by a governing body and 
is considered to be an independent evaluation.  The ETAG 27 guideline is more flexible than the 
SAEFL guideline in the selection of a delivery system.  ETAG 27 requires that the site consist of 
a structure capable of accelerating a concrete block to the test speed and delivering the concrete 
block into the fence with the necessary precision while the SAEFL guideline only allows for a 
vertical drop test.  This flexibility in delivery in the ETAG 27 guideline is similar to the 
flexibility of the NCHRP 2003 guideline and could be beneficial in developing a proposed 
guideline for use in the U.S. 
The ETAG 27 guideline limits the allowable trajectory and impact angle of the test block 
with the fence.  These limitations are similar to those used in the NCHRP 2003 guideline.  In the 
ETAG 27 guideline, the slope downhill of the fence is limited to a specific range of geometries.  
These limitations are important for evaluating the fence performance in terms of fence height and 
elongation as these measurements are made relative to the slope downhill of the fence.  These 
slope limitations may potentially influence the ability of the fence to reach maximum elongation 
prior to the block making contact with the ground.  This is likely not an issue for vertical drop 
tests, but it may be an issue for tests performed using rock rolling or an inclined cable type 
system. 
As with the SAEFL and NCHRP 2003 guidelines, the ETAG 27 guideline requires the 
test fence to consist of three net panels and four posts.  The ETAG 27 guideline allows the 
manufacturer to select the panel width and post spacing for the test.  The limitations on the 
number of panels and posts were important for being able to compare different test results as 
fences consisting of different numbers of these components are likely to behave differently.  
Allowing the manufacturer to select the panel width and post spacing allows freedom to design 
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new fence systems; however, this may make comparison of test results more difficult.  
Modification of the panel width and post spacing from that tested is allowed within the tolerance 
of modification specified by the manufacturer.  The manufacturer must evaluate the forces acting 
on the structure to demonstrate the fitness for use of the modified fence.  This requirement 
allows the manufacturer to conduct a test at one post spacing and then apply the results to all post 
spacing for which the fitness for use can be demonstrated.  While it may be possible to 
demonstrate fitness for use as defined in the guideline, it is likely difficult to assess the fence 
performance, such as capacity, residual height, and elongation, without conducting further 
testing.  Limiting the allowable modification of panel width similar to the limitations in the 
modified NCHRP 2003 guideline would be helpful for evaluating results; however, this would 
require significant testing as many manufacturers currently offer fences with a wide range of 
panel widths.  Testing for all available widths would be costly and unfair to manufacturers. 
The ETAG 27 guideline does not limit the height of the test fence as do the SAEFL and 
NCHRP 2003 guidelines.  However, the ETAG 27 guideline does limit modification of the 
height after testing has been performed.  If the manufacturer modifies the height by more than 
the specified amount, retesting is required for certification.  This is similar to limitations used in 
the SAEFL and NCHRP 2003 guidelines, but the specific limitations vary.  The ETAG 27 
limitations are generally stricter than those used in the SAEFL and NCHRP 2003 guidelines. 
The ETAG 27 guideline requires a fence installation manual as part of the certification 
process.  Additionally, the test fence must be installed at the test site following the installation 
manual.  This requirement is beneficial because it documents the installation of the fence at the 
test site.  Thus, when comparing different fences the ease of installation can be evaluated for 
general application as well as at a specific site.  Installation of a fence that does not follow the 
installation manual may perform differently than the fence tested. 
An unreinforced or reinforced concrete block with a specific shape and density is 
required for the ETAG 27 test.  Additionally, the maximum size of the block must be smaller 
than 3 times the nominal height of the fence.  The use of a specific size block is important for the 
reproducibility of tests.  The shape of the block is nearly equidimensional, which influences the 
tests results making it important that a consistent shape block is used between tests.  The 
equidimensional shape results in a more uniform force distribution at impact with the fence.  The 
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use of an irregular block may tend to concentrate forces inconsistently making comparison of 
tests results more difficult. 
The ETAG 27, SAEFL, and NCHRP 2003 guidelines include 9 energy level 
classifications, but the energies associated with each level differ slightly between the various 
guidelines.  It is important to have consistency between guidelines to reduce the potential for 
confusion. 
The intended results of the SEL tests in the ETAG 27 guideline and test B in the SAEFL 
and NCHRP 2003 guidelines are similar, but the impact energies and the number of tests differ.  
The ETAG 27 guideline requires two SEL tests to be conducted at one third of the MEL while 
the SAEFL and NCHRP 2003 guidelines require one SEL test to be conducted at one half of the 
MEL.  Using a lower SEL limits the ability to achieve the objective of the test in evaluating the 
residual height of the fence at a lower energy level.  It would also be useful to evaluate the 
elongation at the SEL.  ETAG 27 tests record this information; however, it is not evaluated as 
part of the performance criteria.  A consistent classification of the energy levels and number of 
SEL tests to be performed would be helpful in making comparison of tests conducted using 
different guidelines. 
After the SEL tests in the ETAG 27 guideline, the fence manufacturer is allowed to 
decide whether the MEL test is conducted on a new fence or the fence tested at the SEL with 
repairs.  With this option, there is no documentation or evaluation of the level of maintenance 
that the fence requires after the SEL tests.  The guideline does however require documentation of 
damages to the fence.  This may be used to evaluate maintenance that would be required after a 
low energy impact, but it does not allow a direct evaluation that would be possible if the 
manufacturer was not allowed to replace the fence for the MEL test. 
The MEL test in the ETAG 27 guideline is similar to test C in the SAEFL and NCHRP 
2003 guidelines; however, the criteria used for evaluating the MEL test differ.  Typical ETAG 27 
approval documentation presents the energy level classification of a fence, but does not give the 
actual energy absorbed by the fence.  It would be useful to present this information in addition to 
the energy level classification for comparison of fence capacity tested using different guidelines.  
Additionally, documentation of the damages to the fence may allow an evaluation of whether the 
energy absorbed by the fence was near the maximum capacity or if there was still reserve 
capacity available.  This information may also indicate whether failure of any components 
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occurred during the test.  Actual energies and damages are documented in the ETAG 27 
guideline; however, they are not readily available on typical certification documents. 
The ETAG 27 guideline includes residual height categories for evaluating fence 
performance at the MEL.  Residual height categories range from greater than 50 percent to less 
than 30 percent of the nominal fence height.  These criteria are less strict than those used in the 
SAEFL and NCHRP 2003 guidelines, which generally require that the residual height be greater 
than 50 percent of the nominal fence height.  Typical ETAG 27 certification documents give the 
residual height category, but they do not provide the actual value of residual height.  This makes 
comparison of the residual height of different fences tested using the same and different 
guidelines difficult.  For the purpose of comparing different fences, it would be helpful to 
provide the actual residual height value.  This information would also be helpful in the process of 
selecting a fence with adequate residual height for an actual application. 
The elongation of the fence during impact is not limited in the ETAG 27 guideline as it is 
in the SAEFL and NCHRP 2003 guidelines.  This has led to some fences having significant 
elongation.  Deformation of the fence panels is commonly greater than 10 m (33 ft) for the 
highest energy level classifications.  For a fence to pass the MEL test in ETAG 27, the fence 
must stop the test rock but can deform an unlimited amount.  Significant damage and 
deformation may not allow the fence to intercept and contain an additional rock possibly even at 
an energy level lower than the MEL.  Additionally, fences may require extensive repair or 
replacement after one impact at the MEL.  The inconsistency in limiting elongation in the 
various guidelines makes direct comparison of tests more difficult.  Comparison is also made 
more difficult by the lack of reporting of the actual maximum elongation value on typical ETAG 
27 certification documents.  Reporting of the maximum elongation would allow easier 
comparison and would be helpful in selecting a fence with an elongation suitable for an actual 
application. 
The zero maintenance level (ZML) test considered during the development of the ETAG 
27 guideline was not included in the final guideline.  This test was being considered to define the 
energy level for which no maintenance would be required between multiple rockfall impacts.  
This type of test may have been useful for evaluating fences for sites that may have limitations 
on the ability to perform maintenance on the fence.  A fence with the appropriate ZML could 
theoretically be chosen and installed without requiring maintenance for the service life of the 
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fence.  Evaluating the ZML during a standardized test is complicated by the necessity to perform 
multiple tests to identify the energy limit below which maintenance is not required.  This is also 
complicated by the necessity to define zero maintenance.  Test A of the SAEFL and NCHRP 
2003 guidelines is somewhat similar to the ZML test, but test A does not attempt to define a 
specific energy below which no maintenance is required.  The results of test A may be used as an 
indication of how the fence performs at relatively low energy levels.  The SEL in the ETAG 27 
guidelines may be low enough energy, at one third of the MEL, to give some indication of fence 
performance at relatively low energy levels if the actual test results are made available. 
 
A total of 35 responses from transportation agencies, design engineers, and rockfall fence 
manufacturers were received.  The responses appear to be a good representation of the existing 
state of practice for testing and approval of rockfall fences among DOTs, manufacturers, and 
other government agencies as the majority of DOTs with rockfall programs and the majority of 
U.S. fence manufacturers responded to the surveys. 
A disadvantage of the ETAG 27 guideline indicated in the surveys was that the test 
procedures do not necessarily represent real conditions.  This includes that lack of consideration 
of rotational energy.  While this is a limitation, it is very difficult to address in a standardized test 
procedure.  Testing fences in real conditions would generally require site specific testing that 
would not allow easy comparison of fences and would defeat the purpose of developing a 
standardized test procedure.  It is important to understand that standardized tests are index tests 
intended to provide a relative indication of fence capacity and performance to allow comparison 
and selection of different products. 
Other limitations of ETAG 27 identified in the surveys were that the guideline does not 
consider the ease of installation, maintenance, or a small diameter rock test.  The ease of 
installation may not be a directly evaluated criterion, but the requirement of an installation 
manual allows an evaluation of the ease of installation.  An evaluation of the maintenance 
required after a specific test such as the SEL could be added to the guideline with a simple 
modification.  Instead of allowing the manufacturer the option of completely replacing the fence 
for the MEL test, it could be required that the fence is repaired and the level of repair is 
documented as is required in the SAEFL and NCHRP 2003 guidelines.  The ETAG 27 guideline 
5.3 NCHRP Survey Results 
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could also be modified to include a small diameter rock test to evaluate the fence performance 
during low energy impacts.  However, these requirements would be difficult to incorporate into a 
proposed U.S. guideline as they have not been included in tests previously performed using the 
ETAG 27 guideline.  Any fences previously tested using ETAG 27 would have to be retested at 
significant cost to manufacturers to incorporate these requirements and gain U.S. acceptance. 
Survey responses also indicated that there is a lack of consistency between the existing 
guidelines in terms of performance criteria, allowable modifications to tested systems, and 
terminology.  It is difficult to achieve high consistency between the various guidelines largely 
because of different states of practice and different emphasis on certain criteria in the countries 
where each guideline was developed.  It is unlikely that all guidelines will be completely 
consistent.  A potential solution to this inconsistency is to report the actual test results such that 
they can be evaluated using the criteria of any of the guidelines.  This would only be possible if 
the test procedure, such as the ratio of SEL to MEL, is consistent between guidelines. 
Agencies and engineers indicated that, on average, greater than 70 percent of rockfall 
protection systems in the U.S. are installed within approximately 9 m (30 ft) of a roadway or 
other structure.  The existing guidelines allow for elongation greater than 10 m (33 ft) for fences 
tested at high energies, which may not be desirable when fences are installed next to highways or 
other structures.  Agencies and engineers also indicated that rockfall protection systems are 
typically designed for a certain lifespan.  The existing guidelines require a fence to be able to 
intercept and contain only a single rock at the MEL.  This has led to some fences that experience 
significant damage and deformation at the MEL that may not allow them to continue to function 
at the desired level of service.  The existing guidelines have led to fences that may have a short 
life-span of only one maximum energy impact.  Because it would be difficult to change the 
existing guidelines to account for this limitation, it may be more practical to select fences based 
on the SEL since the fence should be able to contain multiply rockfall events at this energy.  This 
would allow for a longer life-span of fences and would be better aligned with asset management 
principles for cost effectively maintaining the desired level of service. 
Half of the agencies surveyed indicated that they do not require or request documentation 
for testing or certification of rockfall fences.  It is unclear why these agencies do not require this 
documentation.  A possible explanation is that only slightly more than half of the agencies 
surveyed were familiar with any of the existing guidelines.  This research may help more 
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agencies become familiar with these guidelines and potentially begin requiring testing 
documentation. 
Some manufacturers indicated that the SAEFL and ETAG 27 guidelines give an unfair 
advantage to larger manufacturers based in European countries because it is not feasible for 
smaller U.S. manufacturers to have testing performed in European countries.  The NCHRP 2003 
guideline attempted to reduce this limitation by developing a guideline that was simple, cost 
effective, and comparable to the SAEFL guideline that could be conducted in the U.S.  The 
development of the ETAG 27 reintroduced this limitation for U.S. manufacturers who do not 
conduct testing in Europe.  The development of a proposed U.S. guideline can account for this 
limitation by again creating a guideline that is simple, cost effective, and comparable to the 
ETAG 27 guideline.  However, cost may still be an obstacle to performing testing in the U.S. as 
is indicated by manufacturers who have considered conducting testing using the NCHRP 2003 
guideline. 
Another obstacle to using the NCHRP 2003 guideline indicated by manufacturers is the 
lack of acceptance of the results by all U.S. agencies.  This is a concern that cannot be addressed 
by the guideline unless it is accepted by all agencies or a governing body of those agencies.  The 
lack of acceptance may be reduced by presenting the actual test results such that individual 
agencies can make an independent evaluation of the fence.  Agencies may still not accept the 
results, but they would not be relying on standardized evaluation criteria and categories that do 
not indicate the actual values of test results and may not represent the state of practice in that 
agency. 
Some manufacturers also indicated that testing in multiple countries is redundant and cost 
prohibitive.  The NCHRP 2003 guideline attempted to reduce this limitation by developing a 
guideline that allowed substitution by testing performed using the SAEFL or other similar 
guidelines making U.S. testing unnecessary.  The ability to substitute various guidelines is 
hindered by the differences that exist between the SAEFL, NCHRP 2003, and ETAG 27 
guidelines.  A proposed U.S. guideline can be made comparable to the ETAG 27 guideline 
making substitution possible.  It is likely not possible to develop a guideline that is comparable 
to all existing guidelines due to their differences.  It seems reasonable to develop a proposed U.S. 
guideline to be comparable to the ETAG 27 guideline as it appears to be the most widely used 






The following conclusions and recommendations have been reached from the review and 
evaluation of past rockfall programs, existing rockfall fence testing guidelines, the experience 
gained from these programs and guidelines, and conducting surveys to evaluate the existing state 
of practice for rockfall fence testing and approval among U.S. transportation agencies and 
rockfall fence manufacturers. 
1. Testing conducted by rock rolling has the advantages of closely representing actual 
conditions of a rockfall event; however, these tests are not easily reproducible due to lack 
of control of rock trajectory including impact location, angle, velocity, and energy.  
Testing may be prolonged due to difficulty in achieving the desired impact location and 
energy.  Ground contact may absorb some of the energy of impact making the energy 
absorbed by the fence uncertain. 
2. Inclined cable type systems allow for better control of impact location, angle, velocity, 
and energy; however, it is difficult to incorporate rotational energy into the test without 
significantly increasing uncertainty in many other test parameters.  Additionally, the 
system must be designed to safely handle heavy test rocks and to easily change the 
impact location and angle.  This type of system typically requires extensive infrastructure 
that is not practical for a temporary test site.  Ground contact may absorb some of the 
energy of impact making the energy absorbed by the fence uncertain. 
3. Vertical drop tests allow accurate and precision impact location and angle.  Calculation of 
impact velocities and energies is simple and can be completed prior to tests.  Rotational 
energy cannot be incorporated into the test.  All impact energy must be absorbed by the 
fence as ground contact is not possible. 
4. Pendulum type tests for allow accurate and precision impact location and angle.  
Calculation of impact velocities and energies is simple and can be completed prior to 
tests.  These tests are capable of low impact energies; however, they cannot realistically 
achieve impact energies sufficient to test high energy fences. 
5. Early rockfall fence testing performance standards were useful for evaluating design and 
maximum energy capacities, but they required extended testing to accurately define these 
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values.  Evaluation of other important parameters such as deflection and residual height 
were generally not included. 
6. The SAEFL and NCHRP 2003 guidelines are generally consistent with each other; 
however, they differ from the ETAG 27 guideline.  Thus, fences tested using the SAEFL 
or NCHRP 2003 guidelines cannot easily be compared with fences tested using the 
ETAG 27 guideline.  Additionally, slight variations in terminology and classifications 
between guideline may lead to confusion. 
7. The ETAG 27 guideline does not evaluate maintenance requirements after low energy 
impacts making it difficult to evaluate the level of maintenance that may be required to 
maintain fence performance at the desired level.  Indirect evaluation of maintenance may 
be possible from descriptions of damage given in the test report. 
8. Standardized tests are index tests intended to provide a relative indication of fence 






PROPOSED GUIDELINE AND SUBSTITUTION REQUIREMENTS 
 
A proposed guideline for rockfall fence testing is included in Section 7.1.  Table 7.1 
summarizes the existing guidelines and the proposed guideline.  The proposed guideline includes 
terminology and testing procedures consistent with the ETAG 27 guideline to allow direct 
comparison and avoid confusion between guidelines.  The primary differences between this 
guideline and the ETAG 27 guideline are outlined below: 
1. The rockfall fence manufacturer is responsible for performing and documenting the 
tests. 
2. The method of delivery of the rock or block is selected by the manufacturer.  Tests 
can be performed using a vertical drop or inclined cable. 
3. The test rock may be manufactured concrete or natural rock. 
4. The test results should be made readily available and should be reported in the 
English language. 
Recommended requirements for substitution of ETAG 27 tests for U.S. tests are included 
in Section 7.2. 
 




Flexible rockfall fence (or barrier) protection systems are intended to contain rockfall 
before it reaches a facility.  These systems are commonly used to mitigate rockfall hazards along 
roadways or other civil structures.  In order for a rockfall fence to contain a rockfall event, the 
fence needs to have a capacity that is adequate to absorb the impact energy of the falling rock.  
Flexible rockfall fence systems are typically designed and rated for an energy capacity, and other 
parameters such as deflection, based on full-scale testing.  Full-scale tests are conducted using a 
standardized procedure for reproducibility of the tests such that the performance of various 
7.1 Proposed Rockfall Fence Testing Guideline 
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barriers from the same or different manufacturers can be compared.  Existing testing guidelines 
include the Swiss Agency for the Environment, Forests and Landscape (SAEFL) guideline 
(Gerber, 2001; FOEN, 2006), NCHRP 2003 guideline (Higgins, 2003) that was developed based 
on the SAEFL guideline, and the Guideline for European Technical Approval of Falling Rock 
Protection Kits (ETAG 27) (EOTA, 2008). 
 




  SAEFL NCHRP 2003 ETAG 27 Proposed 
Location of 
Development 
Switzerland United States European Union United States 
Test 
Responsibility Governing Body Manufacturer Governing Body Manufacturer 
Rock/Block 





Vertical drop or 
inclined cable 





or natural Manufactured 
Manufactured or 
natural 




Limited Undefined Undefined Undefined 
Small Diameter 
Rock/Block Test 
Yes Yes No No 
MEL/SEL 2 2 3 3 
Tests at Low 
Energy (SEL) 1 1 2 2 
Tests at High 
Energy (MEL) 1 1 1 1 
Residual Height        
at SEL Undefined Undefined 
1st Test: > 70%             
2nd Test: 
Undefined 
1st Test: > 70%             
2nd Test: > 70% 
at MEL >50% >60% Category A, B, C Category A, B, C 
Elongation        
at SEL Undefined Undefined Undefined Undefined 
at MEL Limited Limited Undefined Undefined 




7.1.2 Purpose and Scope 
The purpose of this guideline is to define an U.S. rockfall fence testing guideline 
applicable to the practice of rockfall fence design and installation in the U.S.  Specifically, the 
guideline defines a standardized test procedure, provides limit values on capacity, and evaluates 
fence performance including elongation and residual height.  This guideline is intended to allow 
for direct comparison of the performance of various fence systems tested using this guideline and 
the ETAG 27 guideline. 
 
7.1.3 Application 
This proposed guideline is for rockfall fence systems designed to contain falling, 
bounding, and rolling rocks.  It is intended to allow Federal and State transportation agencies to 
compare the relative capacity and performance of fences produced by the same and different 
manufacturers and to provide test results to aid in selection of products to meet project 
requirements.  Selection relies on the complete evaluation of capacity, deformation and damage, 
elongation, and residual height results of both the service energy level (SEL) and the maximum 
energy level (MEL) tests.  It is important to document and report these results.  Parameters such 
as elongation and residual height are equally as important as capacity as they define the 
performance of the fence and its ability to function as intended, often in a limited work space. 
 
7.1.4 Testing Procedure 
The following sections describe the responsibility of performing tests, the requirements 
for the test facility and setup, and terms and definitions used in this guideline. 
 
7.1.4.1 Responsibility of the Tests 
The rockfall fence manufacturer is responsible for conducting and documenting the tests 





7.1.4.2 Test Facility and Setup 
• The test facility must be capable of testing a fence at full-scale and achieving the 
velocities, energies, and impact locations associated with each test. 
• The method of delivery of the rock or block is selected by the manufacturer.  Tests can be 
performed using vertical drop or inclined cable. 
• The manufacturer must provide an installation manual that should be followed while 
installing the fence at the test site. 
• The test fence system is to consist of three panels, four posts, and all associated ropes, 
energy dissipating devices, and foundation elements.  The manufacturer selects panel 
width, post spacing, post height, and fence height.  Tolerances for modification of the 
panel width and post spacing are to be provided by the manufacturer.  Post height cannot 
be reduced from the height of posts tested and cannot be increased more than 0.5 m (1.6 
ft) for posts tested at less than 4 m (13 ft) and 1 meter (3.2 ft) for posts tested at greater 
than or equal to 4 m (13 ft).  The mechanical properties, dimensions, and type of 
protective coating, if any, for all fence components should be documented. 
• The slope angle downhill of the fence should be within 20 degrees of the block trajectory 
in the last meter before impact (Figure 7.1). 
• The angle of impact of the test blocks with the test fence must be in a vertical plane 
orthogonal to the line connecting the base of each post. 
 
 




The suggested block geometry is defined in Figure 7.2 which is based on the ETAG 27 
guideline.  A manufactured block or natural rock with nearly equidimensional geometry may be 
used.  For a manufactured block, the density should be between 2,500 to 3,000 kg/m3 (156 to 187 
lb/ft3).  Reinforced blocks should be manufactured such that the center of gravity and center of 
rotation of the block coincide.  The maximum size (Lext) of the block should be 3 times smaller 
than the nominal height of the fence. 
 
 
Figure 7.2  Shape and geometry of test blocks made of unreinforced or reinforced concrete 
(EOTA, 2008). 
 
7.1.4.3 Terms and Definitions 
The terms and definitions are illustrated in Figure 7.1, Figure 7.3, and Figure 7.4, unless 
otherwise noted. 
• Rockfall fence – Structural system consisting of various components including nets, 
posts, ropes, and energy dissipating devices. 
• Interception structure – Consists of nets and occasionally additional layer intended to 
bear the direct impact of the test mass, deforming elastically and/or plastically, and 
transmitting the stresses to the connection components, the support structure, and the 
foundations. 
• Support structure – Consists of posts intended to support the interception structure.  Posts 




• Connection components – Consist of ropes, cables, wires, and energy dissipating devices 
intended to transmit stresses to the foundation structure during impact and/or maintain the 
interception structure in position. 
• Foundation – Transmits forces from the block impact into the ground. 
• Nets – Bearing element acting as a surface.  Commonly referred to as panels. 
• Posts – Part of the support structure supporting the bearing ropes and nets. 
• Ropes – Bearing elements serving to transmit the forces into posts, ground plates, and 
upstream cables. 
• Upstream cables – Upslope cables serving to transmit the posthead forces into anchorage. 
• Downstream cables – Downslope cables serving to hold posts in erect position. 
• Side cables – Cables serving to hold the end posts in the correct position. 
• Energy dissipating devices – Devices (in rope) intended to absorb energy.  Commonly 
referred to as brakes. 
• Additional layer – Wire mesh fastened to the net on the upslope side. 
• Anchorage – Bearing elements transmitting the rope and post forces into the ground. 
• Energy level – Kinetic energy of a block impacting the test fence.  It is expressed as the 
service energy level (SEL) and maximum energy level (MEL). 
• Reference slope – Slope downhill of the fence extending in the same direction as the 
fence elongation.  Slope angle β is measured from horizontal.  The slope angle must be 
within 20 degrees of the block trajectory in the last meter before impact with the fence.  
Block trajectory angle α is measured from horizontal (Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6). 
• Nominal height (hN) – Height measured orthogonal to the reference slope and is the 
minimum distance between the upper rope and the connection line between the post 
bases, before the impact. 
• Elongation of the fence – Downhill displacement measured parallel to the reference slope 
during impact (Figure 7.5). 
• Braking time – Time between the moment of the first contact between the block and the 
net and the moment of the maximum elongation of the net during the test. 
• Residual height (hR) – Minimum distance between the lower and upper rope, measured 





Figure 7.3  Side view of a typical rockfall fence (EOTA, 2008). 
 
 





Figure 7.5  Maximum elongation of a rockfall fence (EOTA, 2008). 
 
 





7.1.5 Testing Sequence 
Rockfall fences are divided into 9 energy classifications with MEL ranging from 100 to 
greater than 4,500 kJ (Table 7.2).  The MEL value is chosen by the manufacturer prior to the test.  
A fence must pass the SEL and MEL tests and an overall qualitative assessment of the fence and 
supplied documentation.  The measurements recorded for all tests and during each portion of the 
testing sequence are described below including the requirements to pass each test. 
 
Table 7.2  SEL and MEL classifications (adapted from EOTA, 2008). 
Energy level 
classification 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
SEL (kJ) - 85 170 330 500 660 1,000 1,500 >1,500 
MEL ≥ (kJ) 100 250 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 3,000 4,500 >4,500 
Note: No test performed at SEL for Energy level classification 0 
 
7.1.5.1 Measurements Recorded for Each Test 
The following measurements should be taken prior to all tests: 
• Nominal height of the fence (Figure 7.1). 
• Fence dimensions (post height and spacing, foundation and anchorage type and location, 
etc.). 
• Test block size and mass (Figure 7.2). 
• Height, above the fence, of test block drop (for vertical drop test). 
• Photographs of the test block and fence position and construction. 
• Mechanical and physical characteristics of fence components. 
The following measurements should be taken during all tests: 
• Velocity and energy achieved by the test block in the last meter before impact with the 
fence. 
• Location and angle of impact of the test block with the fence. 
• Maximum elongation of the net (Figure 7.5). 
• Forces measured at ropes, anchors, and foundations. 
• Photographs to give a complete record of the fence behavior, including deformation, 




The following measurements should be taken after all tests: 
• Residual height, measured before block removal (Figure 7.6). 
• Description and photographs of damages and deformations of panels, ropes, energy 
dissipating devices, posts, anchorage, and foundations. 
Block velocity measurements should be performed using high-speed video measurement 
at a minimum of 100 frames per second or other devices with at least the same precision and 
with adequate reference length.  Photographic or video cameras should be sufficient to clearly 
describe fence behavior and block motion before and during the test.  At least one high-speed 
video camera should be used for velocity measurements.  Additional cameras may be necessary 
to cover areas of special interest.  Camera type, speed, and locations should be recorded. 
Force measurements on ropes, anchorage, and foundations should be adapted to the 
specific test fence, as necessary.  Measurements should be recorded at a minimum of 3 locations: 
a post foundation, an upslope anchor, and a lateral anchor.  The forces should be measured 
during all tests.  The peak force and time-force diagrams should be recorded and provided in the 
test report.  At least 1,000 force measurements per second should be recorded during the tests. 
Height measurements may be performed using non-contact optical measurements or 
gauging tape.  For maximum elongation during impact, video recordings should be used. 
 
7.1.5.2 Service Energy Level Test 
Objective 
The objective of this test is to evaluate the ability of the fence to contain successive 
impacts and to measure the residual height and maximum elongation at the SEL. 
 
Implementation 
The test consists of two launches of the test block.  The test block must impact the center 
of the middle section of the fence with the impact energy specified in Table 7.2 for the energy 
classification being tested.  The average velocity of the block in the last meter before impact with 
the fence must be greater than or equal to 25 m/s.  The test block size and mass should be 
evaluated based on the required impact energy. 
After the first SEL launch, the required measurements are taken and the test block is 
removed from the fence.  The second SEL launch is then conducted.  No repair work is allowed 
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to take place between the first and second SEL tests. 
 
Performance Requirements 
The tests are passed if following requirements are met: 
• Block is stopped by the fence during both launches. 
• No ruptures occur in the connection components or posts, which remain connected to 
foundations, during either launch.  Rupture is defined as the complete separation of the 
component into two distinct parts.  The opening of the mesh of the net should not be two 
times bigger than the initial size of the mesh opening.  Mechanical fuses designed to 
break under impact are excluded from this assessment.  These components should be 
specifically listed in the installation manual. 
• Block did not touch the ground until after the maximum elongation was reached. 
• Residual height after each test (without removing the block) must be greater than or equal 
to 70 percent of nominal height of the fence. 
 
7.1.5.3 Maximum Energy Level Test 
Objective 
The objective of this test is to evaluate the maximum capacity, residual height, and 
maximum elongation of the fence at the MEL.  This test includes description of the deformations 
and damages of the fence at the MEL. 
 
Implementation 
The test consists of a single launch of the test block.  The test block must impact the 
center of the middle section of the fence with the impact energy specified in Table 7.2 for the 
energy classification being tested.  The average velocity of the block in the last meter before 
impact with the fence must be greater than or equal to 25 m/s.  The test block size and mass 
should be evaluated based on the required impact energy. 
The MEL test may be performed on the same fence as used in the SEL tests with or 
without being repaired or on a new fence.  The manufacturer selects whether to use the same 





The test is passed if following requirements are met: 
• Block is stopped by the fence. 
• Block did not touch the ground until after the maximum elongation was reached. 
 
The residual height of the fence for the MEL test is classified according to Table 7.3. 
 
Table 7.3  Residual height categories for the MEL test (adapted from EOTA, 2008). 
Category Residual Height 
A ≥ 50% of nominal height 
B Between 30 and 50% of nominal height 
C ≤ 30% of nominal height 
 
7.1.5.4 Overall Assessment 
Objective 
The objective of this assessment is to qualitatively evaluate the rockfall fence. 
 
Assessment, Documentation, and Requirements 
The following requirements must be assessed and documented: 
• Documentation, including plans, of the rockfall fence should be provided in the 
installation guide.  A comparison of the provided documentation and the tested fence 
should be performed.  The provided documentation should correspond to the tested 
rockfall fence. 
• The manufacturer must state the applicable standards met by all components of the 
product, including the standards for protection against corrosion. 
• The actual installation should be compared and correspond to the instructions provided in 
the installation manual. 
 
7.1.5.5 Precision and Tolerances 
• The impact location of the test block with the fence must be within a one-meter diameter 
circle around the center of the fence for all tests. 
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• The minimum accuracy of mass measurements must be ±3 percent. 
• The overall accuracy of velocity measurements must be ±5 percent. 
• The test procedure should allow evaluation of energy values with an accuracy of ±7 
percent. 
• Force measurements should be performed with devices calibrated at least once per year. 
• All distances should be measured with an accuracy of ±1 percent for static measurements 
and ±5 percent for dynamic measurements.  All distance measurements should be 
rounded to the nearest centimeter. 
 
7.1.5.6 Maintenance and Repair Procedures 
The manufacturer should provide a manual of procedures to be used for maintaining and 
repairing components of the rockfall fence. 
 
7.1.6 Test Report 
The test report should include documentation of the fence components and installation, 
important data and documentation of all tests, and the overall assessment.  At a minimum, the 
following information should be documented in the test report: 
• Dimensions and schematic view of the test method and setup. 
• Dimensions, schematic view, and components of the rockfall fence. 
• Energy level classification according to Table 7.2. 
• SEL and MEL test documentation including: 
o Velocity and energy achieved in last meter before impact with the fence for all 
tests. 
o Measured values of residual height and maximum elongation for all tests. 
o Description of deformations and damages to fence components including 
conditions with respect to ruptures and opening of the mesh after all tests. 
o Measured peak forces and time-force diagrams for all tests. 
• Documentation of the overall assessment. 
A Rockfall Fence Test Data Collection Form (Table 7.4) is included to assist in recording 




ETAG 27 tests document the results that are necessary for U.S. transportation agencies to 
compare different fences; however, the test documentation is generally not readily available and 
the typical approval documents do not provide the necessary detailed results.  Complete ETAG 
27 test reports allow for a thorough evaluation of the results and the fence.  The ETAG 27 test 
reports should be provided, in the English language, by the manufacturer.  SI units may be used 
in the test report. 
In substituting ETAG 27 testing for U.S. testing, the manufacturer must verify and 
document that the tested fence and the production fence are equivalent.  Ropes, cables, nets, 
posts, and other components used in the U.S. must have equivalent or greater strength as 
components tested according to ETAG 27.  Table 7.5 is an ETAG 27 Rockfall Fence Test Data 
Checklist.  It may be used as a guide for U.S. transportation agencies to request data from 
manufacturers to allow direct comparison and selection of ETAG 27 approved fences and fences 
tested using the proposed guideline. 
  
7.2 ETAG 27 Substitution 
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Table 7.4  Rockfall fence test data collection form. 
ROCKFALL FENCE TEST DATA COLLECTION FORM 
This form is intended to be used to assist in data collection during testing of rockfall fences 
following the U.S. guideline. 
Manufacturer   Fence Model/Type   
Energy Level 
Classification/Energy   Test Site Location   
Date of Testing   Test Observers   
TEST METHOD AND SETUP 
Rock/Block Delivery 
Method 
 Vertical Drop     
 Inclined Cable 
Slope Angle Downhill 
of the Fence (β)   
Video Camera Type   Video Camera Speed   
Video Camera 
Location (Min. 1)   
Force Measurement 
Instrument Type   
Force Measurement 
Frequency   
Force Measurement 
Locations (Min. 3)   
Test Method and Setup General Description (include or attach schematic view and 
photographs of the test method and setup): 
FENCE COMPONENTS, DIMENSIONS, AND DESCRIPTION 
Nominal Height   Post Dimensions   
Post to Foundation 
Connection Type   
Panel Width/Post 
Spacing   
Panel Type   
Panel Aperture 
Opening   
Panel Wire 
Thickness   Applied Mesh Type   
Retaining Rope 
Dimensions   
Type, Location, and 
Diameter of Anchors   
Type and Location of 
Energy Dissipating 
Devices   
General Fence Description (include or attach photographs of the fence and fence plans 
showing dimensions, schematic view, and components): 
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Table 7.4  Rockfall fence test data collection form (continued). 
ROCKFALL FENCE TEST DATA COLLECTION FORM (CONTINUED) 
FIRST SERVICE ENERGY LEVEL (SEL) TEST 
Test Block Dimensions   Test Block Mass   
Height of Drop (for 
vertical drop tests)   
Location of Block 
Impact   
Angle of Block Impact   
Block Velocity at 
Impact   
Block Energy at Impact   Maximum Elongation   
Residual Height   Braking Time   
Description of fence behavior including damages and deformations of all components 
(include or attach photographs): 
Were the force measurements and video recordings saved? Yes No 
Was the block stopped by the fence? Yes No 
Were there ruptures in connection components or posts? Yes No 
Did the block touch the ground before reaching maximum elongation? Yes No 
Was the residual height ≥70% of the nominal height? Yes No 
SECOND SERVICE ENERGY LEVEL (SEL) TEST 
Test Block Dimensions   Test Block Mass   
Height of Drop (for 
vertical drop tests)   
Location of Block 
Impact   
Angle of Block Impact   
Block Velocity at 
Impact   
Block Energy at Impact   Maximum Elongation   
Residual Height   Braking Time   
Description of fence behavior including damages and deformations of all components 
(include or attach photographs): 
Were force measurements and video recordings saved? Yes No 
Was repair work performed prior to the 2nd SEL test? Yes No 
Was the block stopped by the fence? Yes No 
Were there ruptures in connection components or posts? Yes No 
Did the block touch the ground before reaching maximum elongation? Yes No 




Table 7.4 Rockfall fence test data collection form (continued). 
ROCKFALL FENCE TEST DATA COLLECTION FORM (CONTINUED) 
MAXIMUM ENERGY LEVEL (MEL) TEST 
Maintenance performed after SEL tests  Repair    Replacement    None 
Test Block Dimensions   Test Block Mass   
Height of Drop (for 
vertical drop tests)   
Location of Block 
Impact   
Angle of Block Impact   
Block Velocity at 
Impact   
Block Energy at Impact   Maximum Elongation   
Residual Height   Braking Time   
Description of fence behavior including damages and deformations of all components (include 
or attach photographs): 
Were the force measurements and video recordings saved? Yes No 
Was the block stopped by the fence? Yes No 
Did the block touch the ground before reaching maximum elongation? Yes No 
Residual Height Category  A    B    C 
OVERALL ASSESSMENT 
Is documentation, including plans, provided in the installation guide? Yes No 
Does the provided documentation correspond to the tested fence? Yes No 
Does the manufacturer state applicable standards met by all components? Yes No 
Did the test fence installation correspond to the instructions in the 






Table 7.5  ETAG 27 rockfall fence test data checklist. 
ETAG 27 ROCKFALL FENCE TEST DATA CHECKLIST 
This form is intended to be used by federal and state transportation agencies to request rockfall 
fence test data for fences that have been tested and approved according to ETAG 27.  Agencies 
may send this form to the fence manufacturer to request the documentation and data described 
below.  The manufacturer may fill in the appropriate information and complete the checklist 
providing the requested information or the manufacturer may provide a separate report 
containing the requested information. 
Manufacturer   Fence Model/Type   
Energy Level 
Classification/Energy   Test Institution   
Test Location   
Rock/Block 
Delivery Method 
 Vertical Drop                       
 Inclined Cable 
Date of Testing   Date of Approval   
DOCUMENTATION AND TEST DATA CHECKLIST 
  
Provide system documentation including plans, installation manual/guide, and description of 
system components. 
  
Verify and document that ropes, cables, nets, posts, and other components used in the U.S. 
have equivalent or greater strength as those tested according to ETAG 27. 
  Nominal Height      
Post Dimensions 
(Width/Flange/Thickness)   
  
Post to Foundation 
Connection Type     Panel Width/Post Spacing   
  Panel Type     Applied Mesh Type   
  
Retaining Rope 
Dimensions     
Anchor Type and 
Diameter   
  
Type and locations of 
Energy Dissipating 
Devices   
First Service Energy Level (SEL) Test Data 
  Block Energy at Impact     Residual Height   










Table 7.5  ETAG 27 rockfall fence test data checklist (continued). 
ETAG 27 ROCKFALL FENCE TEST DATA CHECKLIST (CONTINUED) 
Second Service Energy Level (SEL) Test Data 
  Block Energy at Impact     Residual Height   
  Maximum Elongation     Braking Time   
  Force Measurements   
  
Provide a description below of fence behavior including damages and deformations of 
components. 
  
Maximum Energy Level (MEL) Test Data 
  Maintenance performed after SEL tests  Repair    Replacement    None 
  Block Energy at Impact     Residual Height Category  A    B    C 
  Residual Height 
 
  Maximum Elongation   
  Braking Time     
  Force Measurements   
  
Provide a description below of fence behavior including damages and deformations of 
components. 
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This survey is being conducted by Yeh and Associates, Inc. under contract to the National 
Cooperative Highway Research Program, for NCHRP Project 24-35: Guidelines for Certification 
and Management of Flexible Rockfall Protection Systems.  The objective of this survey is to 
evaluate the existing state of practice within DOTs and other government agencies in the U.S for 
testing and certification of flexible rockfall protection systems as well as to evaluate existing 
procedures for inspection, maintenance, and repair of these systems.  This survey is meant to be 
completed by the Rockfall Program manager or someone in a similar position. 
 
The survey consists of various questions separated into five parts: Contact Information, 
Background Information, Standards and Certifications, Design and Construction, and 
Maintenance and Repair.  However, only the questions pertinent to this research are included 
here. 
 
To help obtain consistent and accurate results from the survey, the following are definitions of 
types of flexible rockfall protection systems as used in this survey.  It may be useful to copy 
these definitions into a document so that they can be referenced while taking the survey. 
 
• Barriers – a flexible rockfall fence that is designed to stop an individual rockfall event.  
Barriers consist of various combinations of components including panels, posts, and 
braking elements.   These systems are commonly tested and certified by various 
European testing agencies and are rated between 100 and 8,000 kJ for a single rockfall 
event. 
• Attenuators – a flexible rockfall panel system which consists of various combinations of 
panels and posts that are intended to reduce the velocity and energy of a rockfall event 
initiating upslope of the installation but are not intended to stop the rockfall completely. 
These systems generally do not have braking elements. 
• Drapery Systems – rockfall systems that consist of chain link, double twist, cable net, or 
other panel systems that are attached to a top cable that is generally suspended from the 
top of a slope by ground anchors or posts in the case of a hybrid drapery.  Hybrid drapery 
systems are similar to attenuator systems but are generally used on steeper slopes 
compared to attenuator systems.  Rockfall events generally initiate beneath these systems 
and potentially upslope of the installation in the case of a hybrid drapery system.  These 
systems generally are designed to hang freely to allow migration of rock falling between 
the panel and slope guiding the rock into a catchment ditch. 
• Anchored Mesh – generally slope stabilization systems that consist of chain link, double 
twist, cable net, or other panel systems that are pattern anchored with ground anchors and 






Please provide your contact information so that we may contact you for more information or to 





Email Address: __________________________ 
Phone Number: __________________________ 




For each question, please select all answers that apply, except where indicated, and give 




1. Of all of your agency’s rockfall mitigation projects, approximately what percentages of 
the rockfall protection systems are typically in the following areas? 
____%  Within 30 feet of the edge of a roadway or other structure 
____%  Greater than 30 feet from the edge of a roadway or other structure 
____% Other (such as systems in both areas, please give details in Comments) 
 
2. Does your agency typically design permanent rockfall protection systems for a certain 
life-span, or for one-time use? (select one answer) 
 Life-span (please specify what life-span is typically used in Comments) 
 One-time use 
 Depends on the project (please briefly explain in Comments) 
 
 
Flexible Rockfall Protection System Standards and Certifications 
 
3. Does your agency have its own design or performance standards or certifications for 




4. Are you familiar with any of the following guidelines, procedures, and publications 
related to flexible rockfall protection systems? (select all that apply) 
 Guideline for the Approval of Rockfall Protection Kits by the Swiss Agency for 
the Environment, Forests and Landscape (SAEFL) 
 NCHRP Project 20-07, Task 138: Recommended Procedures for the Testing of 
Rock-fall Barriers (Higgins, 2003) 
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 Guideline for European Technical Approval of Falling Rock Protection Kits 
(ETAG 27) 
 Transportation Research Circular Number E-C141: Colorado’s Full-Scale Field 
Testing of Rockfall Attenuator Systems 
 Analysis and Design of Wire Mesh/Cable Net Slope Protection (WA-RD 612.1) 
and Design Guidelines for Wire Mesh/Cable Net Slope Protection (WA-RD 
612.2) 
 Not familiar with any of these guidelines, procedures, or publications 
 
Please provide comments on any perceived advantages and shortcomings of the 
guidelines, procedures, and publications that you are familiar with: 
 
5. Does your agency use or specify any of the following guidelines, procedures, or 
publications for standards, certifications, or design of flexible rockfall protection 
systems? (select all that apply) 
 
 Guideline for the Approval of Rockfall Protection Kits by the Swiss Agency for 
the Environment, Forests and Landscape (SAEFL) 
 NCHRP Project 20-07, Task 138: Recommended Procedures for the Testing of 
Rock-fall Barriers (Higgins, 2003) 
 Guideline for European Technical Approval of Falling Rock Protection Kits 
(ETAG 27) 
 Transportation Research Circular Number E-C141: Colorado’s Full-Scale Field 
Testing of Rockfall Attenuator Systems 
 Analysis and Design of Wire Mesh/Cable Net Slope Protection (WA-RD 612.1) 
and Design Guidelines for Wire Mesh/Cable Net Slope Protection (WA-RD 
612.2) 
 We do not use or specify any of these guidelines, procedures, or publications 
 
6. Does your agency require documentation from manufacturers for testing and certification 
of flexible rockfall protection systems under any of the following guidelines? (select all 
that apply) 
 Guideline for the Approval of Rockfall Protection Kits by SAEFL 
 NCHRP Project 20-07, Task 138: Recommended Procedures for the Testing of 
Rock-fall Barriers 
 ETAG 27 
 Other (please specify) 









Please provide your contact information so that we may contact you for more information or to 





Email Address: _________________________ 
Phone Number: _________________________ 




For each question, please select all answers that apply, except where indicated, and give 
additional information as requested or if it is important for clarifying the answer. 
 
Flexible Rockfall Protection System Standards and Certifications 
 
1. Are you familiar with any of the following guidelines, procedures, and publications 
related to flexible rockfall protection systems? (select all that apply) 
 Guideline for the Approval of Rockfall Protection Kits by the Swiss Agency for 
the Environment, Forests and Landscape (SAEFL) 
 NCHRP 20-07, Task 138: Recommended Procedures for the Testing of Rock-fall 
Barriers (Higgins, 2003) 
 Guideline for European Technical Approval of Falling Rock Protection Kits 
(ETAG 27) 
 Transportation Research Circular Number E-C141: Colorado’s Full-Scale Field 
Testing of Rockfall Attenuator Systems 
 Analysis and Design of Wire Mesh/Cable Net Slope Protection (WA-RD 612.1) 
and Design Guidelines for Wire Mesh/Cable Net Slope Protection (WA-RD 
612.2) 
 Not familiar with any of these guidelines, procedures, or publications 
 
Please provide comments on any perceived advantages and shortcomings of the 
guidelines, procedures, and publications that you are familiar with: 
 
2. Have you submitted any of your products for certification under any of the following 
testing guidelines? (Please mark all that apply) 
 Guideline for the Approval of Rockfall Protection Kits by SAEFL 
 NCHRP Project 20-07, Task 138: Recommended Procedures for the Testing of 
Rock-fall Barriers 
 ETAG 27 
 Other (please specify) 
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 No products have been submitted 
 




4. What obstacles do you foresee in performing the necessary testing for certification in the 
U.S. and what solutions would you propose to overcome these obstacles? 
 
5. Do customers typically request documentation for testing and certification of flexible 
rockfall protection systems from any of the following standards or certification 
guidelines? (select all that apply) 
 Guideline for the Approval of Rockfall Protection Kits by SAEFL 
 NCHRP Project 20-07, Task 138: Recommended Procedures for the Testing of 
Rock-fall Barriers 
 ETAG 27 
 Other (please specify) 









Please provide your contact information so that we may contact you for more information or to 





Email Address: __________________________ 
Phone Number: __________________________ 




For each question, please select all answers that apply, except where indicated, and give 




1. Of all of your firm’s rockfall mitigation design projects, approximately what percentages 
of the rockfall protection systems are typically in the following areas? 
____%  Within 30 feet of the edge of a roadway or other structure 
____%  Greater than 30 feet from the edge of a roadway or other structure 
____% Other (such as systems in both areas, please give details in Comments) 
 
2. Does your firm typically design permanent rockfall protection systems for a certain life-
span, or for one-time use? (select one answer) 
 Life-span (please specify what life-span is typically used in Comments) 
 One-time use 
 Depends on the project (please briefly explain in Comments) 
 
 
Flexible Rockfall Protection System Standards and Certifications 
 
3. Are you familiar with any of the following guidelines, procedures, and publications 
related to flexible rockfall protection systems? (select all that apply) 
 Guideline for the Approval of Rockfall Protection Kits by the Swiss Agency for 
the Environment, Forests and Landscape (SAEFL) 
 NCHRP Project 20-07, Task 138: Recommended Procedures for the Testing of 
Rock-fall Barriers (Higgins, 2003) 
 Guideline for European Technical Approval of Falling Rock Protection Kits 
(ETAG 27) 
 Transportation Research Circular Number E-C141: Colorado’s Full-Scale Field 
Testing of Rockfall Attenuator Systems 
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 Analysis and Design of Wire Mesh/Cable Net Slope Protection (WA-RD 612.1) 
and Design Guidelines for Wire Mesh/Cable Net Slope Protection (WA-RD 
612.2) 
 Not familiar with any of these guidelines, procedures, or publications 
 
Please provide comments on any perceived advantages and shortcomings of the 
guidelines, procedures, and publications that you are familiar with: 
 
4. Does your firm use or specify any of the following guidelines, procedures, or 
publications for standards, certifications, or design of flexible rockfall protection 
systems? (select all that apply) 
 
 Guideline for the Approval of Rockfall Protection Kits by the Swiss Agency for 
the Environment, Forests and Landscape (SAEFL) 
 NCHRP Project 20-07, Task 138: Recommended Procedures for the Testing of 
Rock-fall Barriers (Higgins, 2003) 
 Guideline for European Technical Approval of Falling Rock Protection Kits 
(ETAG 27) 
 Transportation Research Circular Number E-C141: Colorado’s Full-Scale Field 
Testing of Rockfall Attenuator Systems 
 Analysis and Design of Wire Mesh/Cable Net Slope Protection (WA-RD 612.1) 
and Design Guidelines for Wire Mesh/Cable Net Slope Protection (WA-RD 
612.2) 
 We do not use or specify any of these guidelines, procedures, or publications 
 
5. As a designer, do you require documentation from manufacturers for testing and 
certification of flexible rockfall protection systems under any of the following 
guidelines? (select all that apply) 
 Guideline for the Approval of Rockfall Protection Kits by SAEFL 
 NCHRP Project 20-07, Task 138: Recommended Procedures for the Testing of 
Rock-fall Barriers 
 ETAG 27 
 Other (please specify) 












Figure B-1  Location of rockfall protection systems in relation to roadway or other structure. 
 
Agencies’ Comments: 
• 20% are in both. 
• Some rigid barriers within 30ft of track; net systems can be within 30ft or greater. 
• 20% are drapery or hybrids that cross the 30' boundary. 
•  
Engineers’ Comments: 
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Of all of your agency's/firm's rockfall mitigation projects, approximately 
what percentages of the rockfall protection systems are typically in the 










Figure B-2  Rockfall protection system life-span design. 
 
Agencies’ Comments: 
• Dowels/bolts ~50 yrs, drapery/fences ~30 yrs, scaling < 10yrs. 
• Temporary Construction is considered a one timer. 
• Service life not yet defined. 
• 20-30 Years. 
• Manufacturers specs for life expectancy but we have no maintenance plan. 
• 50 years. 
• Systems are considered to be permanent, but designed to be repaired on occasion. 
• Barriers and Net systems if hit will need maintenance; permanent structures such as sheds have 
50-100yr life span. 
• Life-span includes repair and/or cleanup after a rockfall event, i.e. replacing a section of rock 
catchment fence. 
• 25 to 50 yrs. 
• 20 years without major maintenance. 
• We don't have a good handle yet on the life of the mitigation systems we have installed. 
• I assume that "one-time use" means build and forget.  That's primarily what we do. 
• What work we do is for long-term use. 
 
Engineers’ Comments: 
• Minimum 25 year design life. 
• Drapes & anchored systems are life span, were barriers are done at max. energy (with anticipation 
of repairs). 
• Project specifications typically suggest techniques and materials with a 30-50 year life. 
• Correlated with design life of structure, i.e. 30 years for Interstate (with maintenance). 
• 30 to 50 years. 
• Designed with longevity for a common rockfall event, and a one use case for extreme events (the 
~10th percentile). 
• Some temporary construction protection, mostly 50 year lifespan. 
• Typically, design for a 25 to 50 year life span with maintenance.  Occasionally, asked by utility 

















Does your agency/firm typically design permanent rockfall 
protection systems for a certain life-span, or for one-time use? 






from rockfall event; however, client does not want to make the capital investment to mitigate 
entire rockfall problem. 
 
 




Figure B-3  DOT design or performance standards or certifications. 
 
Agencies’ Comments: 
• We require a certification of compliance. 
• Official standards do not exist current practice is based on empirical experience. 
• ODOT relies on manufacturers’ testing results. 
• Follow manufacturers’ performance certifications. 
• Designed with various methods meeting standard of care for the application. No set standards for 




















Does your agency have its own design or performance 









Figure B-4  Familiarity with guidelines, procedures, and publications. 
 
Agencies’ Comments: 
• Limited knowledge due to limited application. 
 
Engineers’ Comments: 




• SAEFL is mandatory in Switzerland and ETAG in some European countries. 
• Another to be considered is the ONR 24810. 




















Are you familiar with any of the following guidelines, procedures, and 
publications related to flexible rockfall protection systems? 
Agencies' (16 Total Responses)








Figure B-5  Use of guidelines, procedures, and publications. 
 
Agencies’ Comments: 
• Specs and standard details for Drapery systems are based on WSDOT reports. 
• We incorporate elements of some of these publications into our in-house specifications. 
 
Engineers’ Comments: 
• Does not regularly apply - we recommend the use of those checked, largely rely on 
Manufacturers. 
• We have a VDOT-authored design guide written with respect to various industry references. 
 
Manufacturers’ Comments: 
• Rockfall testing was done in 1998 with CDOT and Los Alamos National Laboratory. Test results 
are submitted for approval. 
• Barrier test 100 kJ with Dr. Higgins in New Mexico according to NCHRP. 
• WLV, Austria. 





Please provide comments on any perceived advantages and shortcomings of the guidelines, 




















Does your agency/firm/company use or specify any of the following guidelines, 
procedures, or publications for standards, certifications, or design of flexible rockfall 
protection systems? 
Agencies' (15 Total Responses)
Engineers' (8 Total Responses)
Manufacturers' (6 Total Responses)
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• NCHRP 20-7 reflects the older SAEFL and we would like to see a guideline that reflects the 
newer ETAG testing guideline. 
• Guidelines are often specific to the location of the sponsor.  Barrier guidelines are not consistent 
with each other regarding pass fail criteria and regarding deviation from tested system. 
• More standardization of anchorage systems in soil and mixed soil/rock situations.  Better ice and 
snow load design parameters and defined analysis method for drapery and attenuator systems.  
Better affordability of high capacity flexible barrier systems. 
• Most of the ETAG guidelines for system capacity and strength are based on documented crash 
tests or drop tests which don't necessarily reflect what will happen in our real life situations.  
However, the given strength capacity of a system can be used when an expected design load has 
been determined. 
• WA-RD 612.2 was very useful when we were updating our specifications for drapery systems. 
• ETAG 27 advantages:  Widely used by suppliers, generally applicable  ETAG 27 disadvantages: 
Does not specify or suggest minimum size or strength of components (eg:  column size 
weight/length), does not consider ease of installation or maintenance, does not specify net 
flexibility characteristics, does not consider rock fall frequency, does not consider sharpness of 
impact rock, does not consider smaller diameter rocks, does not consider redundancy 
requirements for tieback cables, does not consider snow avalanche impact, does not consider rock 
impact directly on columns. 
• As an agency we do not have the training and experience to take advantage of most of the guides, 
etc., except in a general way to understand at some level what our consultants are doing for us.  
Our geotechnical designers do use information from the WSDOT research publications on wire 
mesh as a basis for specifications that we sometimes create or specifications from consultants that 
we review.  However, roadside barriers are usually "designed" by M&O forces acting on their 
own.  We are also constrained by our nearly autonomous regional structure - each of our three 
regions acts independently so each region is free to use the guides as they desire.  The principal 
shortcomings of the listed guides are the differences between them and the lack of recognizable 
authority from an organization such as AASHTO. 
 
Engineers’ Comments: 
• Advantages - Tested Products   - Certifications of Products     Dis-Advantages  - not one standard 
for certification, specs, etc. - testing varies for each. 
• The major obstacle is lack of standardized terminology. 
• The biggest shortfall of rockfall barriers are the post which are not considered within the design 
parameters. 
• The testing of rockfall barriers to a maximum load case (while it should be done); it is often 
misleading to the hazard engineer who is designing a fence for 90% of the  rockfall cases. It is 
often sufficient that a lower energy rock fall barrier is selected.  It must be noted that it is useful 
to know what the maximum load of the system. Therefore the current testing method is valid (I 
refer to vertical testing). What vertical testing fails to do is account for the energy absorbing 
effect of the ground, often you have ground impacts with rockfall barrier. However the vertical 
case without ground contact tests the entire system strength, which is useful to investigate the 
ultimate strength of the system (highly applicable to flexible rock galleries).  Another point that 
all testing methods fail to do is account for rotations of impacting rocks and their shape which can 
lead to puncturing and lacerations to the netting. While before this area of rockfall is included 
into a standard test procedure, it is an area of rockfall barrier research in its self to ascertain the 
significance of this effect. 
• These are all good references. The downside is that inexperienced personnel will quote verbatim 





• The use of the European and/or Swiss guidelines for Rockfall Fence systems gives an unfair 
advantage to larger companies which are based in European countries. It is not feasible for 
smaller US based companies to have testing done in European countries. 
• SAEFL:  - All goes through one government agency and one test site --> totally comparable  - 
Deflection limits have to be followed  - Maintenance is considered  - Only vertical tests allowed  - 
Barrier height and post spacing to be tested is clearly defined. ETAG:  - Factory production 
control is clearly defined  - It does allow inclined and vertical testing, so some barriers have 
higher residual safety than others  - Approvals can come from more than 20 agencies, some of 
them without any experience in rockfall barrier testing  - Test heights vary from manufacturer to 
manufacturer  - Only small variations from test to commercial height allowed. 
• SAEFL requires that testing is carried out in Walenstadt which is partially owned by Geobrugg 
and so is not accepted as an independent test site  - ETAG 27 provides a level playing field with 
regards to the collection of test and material data so that many manufacturers products can be 
compared  - ONR 24810 provides a basis for evaluating the level of safety of the systems (e.g. 
Appendix E). 
• ETAG 27: the stricter one to understand the performances of the rockfall barriers.  UNI 11211:4-






Figure B-6  Requested documentation for testing and certification. 
 
Agencies’ Comments: 
• The fence shall be capable of absorbing repeated impact loads of at least 295 FT*TONS of 
kinetic energy with little or no maintenance and without passage of particles greater than 1 inch in 



















Does your agency/firm require or do customers request documentation for testing and 
certification of flexible rockfall protection systems under any of the following guidelines? 
Agencies' (15 Total Responses)
Engineers' (10 Total Responses)
Manufacturers' (6 Total Responses)
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panels backed with a 9 gage, galvanized chainlink fabric. The contractor shall provide written 
evidence that the fence has performed satisfactorily in similar capacities elsewhere.  This 
documentation shall include full-scale field testing and multi-year performance history.  The 
fence shall be capable of absorbing repeated impact to the kinetic energy specified in the Contract 
Plans with little to no maintenance required or damage to the fence.  The fence shall not pass 
particles greater than 2 inches in size.  The fence shall be constructed using interlocking rings 
(min. 12 inch diameter) or wire rope net panels.  The fence shall be backed with a 9-gauge, 
galvanized chain link fabric. A. The supplier must be a pre-approved provider of rockfall 
protection fences and be included in the New Products List.  Suppliers that are not pre-approved 
must provide written evidence that the fence has performed satisfactorily in similar capacities 
elsewhere.  This documentation shall include full-scale field testing and multi-year performance 
history. 
• We have not installed any of these systems for many years. 
• Require testing from a recognized facility according to standard criteria. 
• Manufacturers’ Certification. 




• We rely on the manufacturers of barrier systems to carry out tests that meet certification 
requirements. 
• Does not regularly apply - we recommend the use of those checked, largely rely on 
Manufacturers. 
• We require that they certify the material and methods for certain DOT-determined standards, such 
as an X kilojoule impact. 
• I rely a lot on the manufacturer for product info.; however, not for technical assistance.  Mainly 
use GeoBrugg if allowed by the client. 
 
Manufacturers’ Comments: 
• The ETAG 27 seems to currently be specified more often, although other testing is sometimes 
accepted depending on the purchasing agency. 
• Mainly documents on the approvals are required and should be asked for by the customer. The 
list of EOTA approvals can be seen online on www.eota.eu. 
• Often they may ask for WLV certification instead of ETAG 27. 








Figure B-7  U.S. certification-type testing. 
 
Manufacturers’ Comments: 
• Field testing was performed in 1998 with CDOT and Los Alamos National Laboratory. 
• NCHRP 100 kJ. 





What obstacles do you foresee in performing the necessary testing for certification in the U.S. 
and what solutions would you propose to overcome these obstacles? 
 
Manufacturers’ Comments: 
• Cost is probably the largest obstacle. Testing is very expensive. Additionally without specific 
guidelines, testing can be done but not accepted by all of the various agencies. 
• Testing and certification in the US should only include US specific requirements (e.g. 
maintenance, residual safety, anchor and foundation design) and not duplicate results of SAEFL 
or ETAG. SAEFL and ETAG should serve as base for the application in the US. 
• The cost of performing multiple tests in multiple countries is redundant and cost prohibitive for 
manufacturers which would lead to slower product development without any foreseeable benefits. 















Have you performed or considered performing 
certification-type testing in the U.S.?  
Manufacturers' (6
Total Responses)
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